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PREFACE 

The characteristic features of primary cosmic radiation (PCR) such as wide energy 

spectrum (from ~109 to ~1020 eV), a 11 knee11 at around 5X1015 eV and an 11 ankle11 at 

around 10 19 e V, nuclear charge composition at higher energies, the directional 

distribution~ and the problem of origin of PCR atomic nuclei have been the subject 

of investigation for more than 30 years now. Some of the sources of PCR nuclei 

may also be the sources of ultra high ene~gy (UHE) (~1014 eV) gamma rays. 

Determination of the origin ofPCR nuclei and a search for UHE gamma ray sources 

by the detection of UHE gamma rays through atmospheric shower of particles 

[Extensive Air Shower(EAS)] and the investigation of the 11knee11 and 11 ankle11 

features of the PCR spectrum by the "BAS tecl:uiique have ·been the thrust in the 

current research in this field. 

The~ North Bengal University (NBU) -EA:S·progr~unme-~as started in 1980. I joined· 

the NBU programme holding the University Grants Commission (UGC) junior 

research· fellowship in 1 ~94 wh~n ;he experiment on det~ction of both low and high 

energy. mum1s in EAS was- being c·arried out -by two muon magnetic spectrographs 
. . . 

in conjunction with the air shower array.·! participated in this experiment for about a 

year and then started developing a new air sho:wer array set up for observing 

discrete point sources of cosmic gamma rays. In the part 11A" (chapter- 2, 3 & 4) of 

this thesis , my work on the development and use of new air shower telescope set up 

for cosmic gamma ray observation is described. In part "B" (chapter-S) of the thesis, 

a summary is given of the work done (and published) on low and high energy 

muons in EAS. 

My contribution to the work included in part 11B 11 is the following-

( 1) Calibration of the scintillation detectors. 

(2) Operation and day-to-day maintenance of the magnetic spectrographs. 

· (3) Data taking and analysi;5. 



My contribution to the work included in part "A" is the following-

(1) Development of a new Computerised data acquisition system (Chapter-2). 

(2) Re-arrangement of the detector array and resetting the individual detectors 

(Chapter-2). 

(3) Calibration ofthe detectors (Chapter-2). 

( 4} Calibration of Analog-to-Digital Converter(ADC) and Time-to-Digital 

Converter(TDC) (Chapter-2). 

(5) Instrumental uncertainty measurement (Chapter-2). 

(6) Operation and day-to-day maintenance of the set up. 

(7) Data taking. · 

(8) Development of Computer programmes for the determination of shower 

parameters from the observ~d shower data(Chapter-3). 

(9) Development of Computer programme for the determination of direction of 

observed showers(Chapter-3). 

(10) Estim3tion of errors ih shower parameters(Chapter-3) 

(1 f). Estimation of angular -resohition-(Chapter-3). 

(12)_Detenuination_ of sensitivity (detection efficiency and triggering prob3bility) of 

the telescope (Chapter-3). 

The design and.construction of the new EAS teles_cope is the main work d~O:e:·here 
during the last three years for observing from a new site ( latitude -26042' N, 

longitude 88°21' E) in the northern hemisphere several gamma ray sources e:g. 

Cygnus X-3, Hercules X-1, Crab nebula, which have been under observation by 

Cerenkov telescopes and EAS telescopes from a number of other sites. To detect 

reliably UHE particle emission from specific directions and to search for clustering 

of arrival directions, the characteristics of the EAS telescope such as angular 

resolution, sensitivity of the_ array telescope have been determined using the normal 

EAS events due to the charged primary cosmic ray nuclei, which form the 
background for the UHE direction.al showers. The characteristics of the telescope· 

have been determined for accurate measurements of important shower parameters 

and shower characteristics which in very early EAS experiments were studied with 

less precise measurement technique. The fundamental aspects and requirements in 

EAS measurements have been given attention to for reliable shower identification 

and for ensuring that the inefticiencies and inaccuracies in the measurements do not 
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affect ;:~: the final results and conclusion inferred from these measurements. The 

present study using the new EAS telescope includes-

(13) Study of the fundamep.tal properties ofEAS(Chapter-4). 

(i) Lateral distribution of Electrons , (a) dependence of lateral 

structure function for electrons on zenith angle and (b) dependence 

of lateral structure function of electrons on shower size~ 

(ii) Shower size distribution and shower age distribution . 

(iii) EAS angular distributions. 

(iv) Barometric coefficient from zenith angle distribution. 

(v) Absorption length ofEAS from zenith angle distribution. 

(vi) Integral shower size spectrum measurement. 

(14).Study on shower age parameter.(Chapter-4) 

(i) Variation- of shower age with shower size. 

(ii) Dependence of shower age on zenith angle. 

(iii) Study on local age parameter. 

The vario:t1s properties- o{ ~AS ~tuclied by e~rly workers as _well as the facts found 
- -

have been re-examined and the following features have been found in the present 

work. 

c 

(1) Structure of the lateral distribution of electrons in EAS -is independent of shower ;-• 

size and zenith angle in the showetsize range 7XI04 to IXl06. 

(2) Barom~tric coefficient obtained from the zenith angle distribution increases 

with the increase of shower size. This is an indication for the increase of the primary 

spectrum index with the increase ofprimary energy. 

(3) Absorption length of EAS has been determined from the zenith angle 

distribution and is consistent with result obtained by other method. 

( 4) The "knee"· of the integral size spectrum changes its position at the· different 

observation levels by about two times the present result. 

(5) The" knee" of the primary spectrum obtained is around3XIQ15eV. 

(6) The average age parameter slowly decreases with the increase of shower 

size upto 106 particles (variation within 15%). 
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(7) The local age parameter decreases as radial distance increases from the shower 

core and reaches a minimum at around 32m from the shower core beyond which it 

increases again. 
(8) Variation of shower age with zenith angle is slow and is in accordance with the 

photon-electron cascade theory. 
(9) The effective PCR nuclear mass decreases in the "knee" energy region between 
3.4X1014eV and 4.6X1016ev. 

I have contributed to a number of papers (published and under publication). 

I submit the list of these papers and some reprints & preprints as annexture to the 

thesis as an additional support to the candidature. 

(1) An experimental study of primary cosmic rays at the knee energy region by 

observation of Extensive Air Shower (EAS). 
G.Saha, A.Bhadra, C.Chakrabarti, S.K.Sarkar and N. Chaudhuri. 

IL NUOVO CIMENTO, 1997 (date of acceptance- Oct. 2,1997; Ref. No. 

7106 NCC). 

(2) The NBU extensive air shower telescope for observation ofUHE point sources. 
A. Bhadra, S.K. Sarkar, C.Chakrabarti, B. Ghosh and N. Chaudhuri. 

Accepted for publication on 13.03.1998 in Nuclear Instruments and Methods in 

Physics Research, Section - A. 

(3) A new data acquisition system for the NBU EAS array. 
C. Chakrabarti, A. Bhadra, S.K.Sarkar and N. Chaudhuri. 

25th International Cosmic Ray Conference, 1997, HE 2.6. 

( 4) Zenith angle dependence on shower age. 
A. Bhadra, C. Chakrabarti and N. Chaudhuri. 
25th International Cosmic Ray Conference, 1997, HE 2.1.18. 

( 5) Study of Electrons simultaneously with Muons in Extensive Air Shower · 
(EAS) initiated by primary cosmic rays of energy 1014_1016 eV. 

C. Chakrabarti, D. Chanda, G. Saha, A. Mukherjee, A. Bhadra, S.Sanyal, 
S. Sarkar, B. Ghosh and N. Chaudhuri. 
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24th International Cosmic Ray Conference, Rome, 1995, 1, 387. 

( 6) Low and high energy muons in Extensive Air Showers of size 1 o4 to 1 Q6 

particles. · 

C. Chakrabarti, D. Chanda, G. Saha, A. Mukherjee, A. Bhadra, S.Sanyal, 

S. Sarkar, B. Ghosh and N. Chaudhuri .. 

24th International Cosmic Ray Conference, Rome, 1995,1, 569. 

(7) A search for anisotropy in the arrival direction of EAS by cosmic rays from 

discrete sources. 

C. Chakrabarti, D. Chanda, G. Saha, A. Mukherjee, A. Bhadra, S.Sanyal, 

S. Sarkar, B. Ghosh and N. Chaudhuri. 

24th International Cosmic Ray Conference, Rome, 1995, 1, 462. 
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Chapter-1 

INTRODQCTION 

The primary cosmic radiation (PCR) , coming from galactic and extra-galactic 
sources is the only stream of ultra high energy (UHE) cosmic particles available on 
the earth. The energy of the PCR ranges from ~I09ev to ~Io20ev. The upper limit 

is far beyond the energy available in the accelerator laboratories on the earth and 'is 

not likely to be attained in the foreseeable future .. The primary radiation appears to . 

be composed of light and heavier nuclei. Some of the PCR sources may also be the 

sources ofUHE gamma rays. 

It has been possible to determine the energy distribution of the PCR nuclei in 
various experiments. The lower energy region (109 to lQlleV) has bee~ 
investigated in baloon flight measurements . Nuclear emulsion stacks sent to high 
altitudes by baloons and rockets· have yielded data in the energy region 1011 to · 

l013eV. For energies at and above IQ14eV, the estimates come from observations 

on extensive air shower(EAS). 

Fig.l.la shows the highest range of the PCR energy spectrum as measured by the 

AGASA array (Yoshida S. et al.l). An important feature of the spectrilm·is a bend 
known as "knee" at about· 5Xl015eV. The break is conjectured to be the: transition 

from galactic to extra-galactic particles. There is another apparent break known as 

the "ankle" , where the spectrum flattens . The "ankle" corresponds to an energy of 
about I019eV. 

The PCR, mostly atomic nuclei, on entering the earth's atmosphere suffer different 

types ·of nuclear interactions with atomic nuclei in the atmosphere and produce· 
different kinds of secondary nuclear partiCles . If the energy of the primary nucleus 
is greater than·1Q14eV, the total number of secondaries in the atmosphe~ic shower 
(EAS) is very large . 
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I. I The Extensive Air Shower (EAS) : 

A schematic diagram of the development of EAS in the atmosphere is shown in 

fig. I .1 b. When a high energy PCR nucl~us is incident on top of the atmosphere, it 

loses its energy in successive nuclear interactions as it propagates down. As· a result, 

different kinds of secondary particles are produced. The created particle~ are 

hadrons, such as pions, kaons, nucleons, hyperons and their anti particles. The 

secondary hadrons, practically continue in the · direction of the primary and undergo 

further nuclear interactions and as a result a hadronic cascade is developed. Many of 

the pions undergo decay with a mean life 2.6Xl o-8 sec. and produce muons and 

neutrinos. The muons produced in the decay of charged pions, come down to sea 

level because of their relatively longer life time (mean life 2.2XIQ-6s.), constitute 

the penetrating or hard component .of the EAS. The neutral pions (II0 ) decay almost 

immediately to produce two gamrpa ray photons (y), which initiate electromagnetic 

cascade. In the electromagnetic· cascade, at each stage each gamma ray photon 

, produces a pair of electrons. ( e±). The energy of the photon is equally distributed 
between the two particles~ Each electron, when accelerated or decelerated by 

nuclear coulomb field during their motion, it lose a fraction of their energy by 

bren1strrahlung. The photons, thus created are also of high energy and hence they 

create electron pairs. The process goes on until the eriergy of the individual electron 

drops to the point that it is unable to create any further photon. Thus at the- det~ctor 

level, millions of electrons, positrons and photons are present. Thes~ constitute the 

electron-photon component of the EAS. 

Since most electrons are ultra-relativistic all through and their velocities are higher 

than the velocity of light in the atmosphere, they give rise to a considerable amount 

of Cerenkov radiation. The electrons in the shower front also give rise to coherent 

emission of radio waves in the frequency range of lMHz to several hundred MHz . 

Again if the PCR is an UHE gamma ray, two types of interactions take place 

between the UHE gamma ray and the atmospheric air nuclei- photonuclear 

. interaction and electrot11ag~etic interaction process of e+e-. pair and ~+~- pair . 

production. In the photonuclear interaction, muons are generated through production 

and subsequent decay of pions [n± -7 ~± + Yp{v~1H The cross section for 

photonuciear interaction is given. (Bezrukov LB. et aJ2) as 

3· 
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ay-p(E) = 114.3 + 1.647 Jn2 (0.0213E) [J..Lb] 

where E is the energy of the primary gamma ray in Ge V. 

This cross section is small compared to the electromagnetic interaction cross section 

for e+e- and J.l+J.l- pair production. The production of J.l+W pair by photons is 

analogous to the creation ofe+e- pair in nuclear coulomb .field and in the asymptotic 

case of full screening of the nuclear field by the atomic ~lectrons. 

which is very small. As a result, gamma ray initiated showers should be muon poor. 

Wdowezyk ( Wdowezyk J.3) first made detailed theoretical calculation and . 

concluded that muon content in gamma ray initiated showers should be lower than 

that of normal showers. 

The secondary pa1iicles thus created because of the incidence of a high energy PCR 

· nucleus or UHE gamma ray, are strongly beamed in the forirard direCtion, and on 

the average retain· the directionality of the PCR. At each_ interaction level, the· 

particles spread out laterally hecause of multiple coulomb scattering with the air 

nuclei. The total number of particles i,e, shower size of the EAS at first increases 

with increasing ·atmospheric thickness, attains a ma:ximqm and theh . begins to 

decrease due to the absorption through energy loss processes of the electrons and 

photons in the atmosphere. 

Most of the ~econdary particles near the maximum of shower development are 

electron-photon component or soft component and muon component or hard 

component. Some strongly interacting particles (hadrons ,~I%), Cerenkov radiation 

and radio-waves are also present at the detector level. Considering the scope of the 

present experiment, electron-photon component and muon component of EAS are 

discussed briefly. 

1.2. The electron-photon component: 

The electron-photon component is the most abundant component m EAS and 

constitute almost 90%1 of the shower particles. Considering the scope of the present 

experiment. properties of EAS are described briet1y in the following sections. 

5 ' 



I .2. 1. Lateral distribution of electrons: 

The lateral spread of electrons in the electrom(!.gnetic cascade is due to several 

causes, the angles of emission of n° mesons in hadron-hadron collision, the angle 

betweeri the y-rays in the n° decay, the angle between· the .electron pair in pair 

pro~uction process of y-ray, the angle of scattering of electrons off air nuclei. 

Several workers show that the actual distribution of the number of particles per unit 

area (i,e, density). is a function of distance from the axis of the shower.The density 

ofthe shower particles is maximum at the core of the shower and it falls off rapidly 

with distance from the core. From their calcuiation it appears that the shap;· of the· 

distribution does not change with the number of particles at the maximum 

development. 

The density of electrons at some distance r from the shower core, L1(r).is given by 

.................... (1 . .1) 

where Ne- is the total number of electrons in EAS i,e, shower-size, r0 is the Moliere 

. unit of length, f(dr0 ,s) is the lateral distribution function (ldf) or structure function 

and s is a parameter, termed as shower age , which is linked to the longitudinal 

·development of the shower. 

Different authors proposed different functional form of the 'ldf.' The most 

extensively used 'ldf is given by Nishimura and Kamata (Nishimura J. et al 4) in the 

Greisen.(Greisen K.5) approximation-and is known as NKG function. The form of 

the function is given by 

f(r/r0 ,s) = C(s ).(r/r0 )S-2 .(1 +r/r0 )S-4.5 · ........................ (1.2) 

Where C(s) is the normalisation constant, r0 =79m at sea level and sis the age 

·parameter which describes the stage of development of the shower. According to the 

cascade theory. longitudinal age is given by 

s = 3t/(t+2ln(E0 /E0 )) ............................... .-................ ( 1.3) 



where t is the thickness of the atmosphere, E0 is the primary energy and c:0 is the 

critical energy for electrons in air and is equal to 84MeV. 

However, for several years, a number of authors has pointed out that the NKG 

function does not give a good description of the electron.lateral distribution of air 
shower. 

The electron .'ldf given by Hillas and Lapikens (Hillas A.M. et al 6) is of the form 

f(r/r0 ,s) = C(s).(r/r0 )al +a2(s'-l).(l +r/r0 )bl +b2(s-1) ............ (1.4) 

where the parameters chosen for the best fit of the present experimental results 
(chapter-3) are 

r0 =24m, al = -0.53, a2 = 1.54, bl = -3.39, b2 = 0. 

Linsley proposed a double parameter function, characterised by a and 11 (Linsley J. 

7), to replace the NKG function and is given by 

f(r/r0 ) = C( a,l)).(r/r0)-~.(l +r/r0 )-C11-a) ................................ (1.5) 

When r approaches zero, the distribution is determined by a and when r approaches 

infinity, the distribution is determined by 11-

Capdevielle (Capdevielle J. N. et al 8) assumed that the shower age parameter in the 

'ldf should be the local age for radial development of shower and defined as 

s(r) =a log ~(rlr0) +s1 , for r < 150m .......................................... (1.6) 

where St is the longitudinal age parameter at the level of observation _and a,~ are 

constants. With this modification, 'ldfof electrons by Capdevielle et al is given by 

·1·1rlr0 ,s) = C(s).(r!r0 )s(r)-2.(l+r/r0 )s(r)-4.5 .................................... (!.?) 

7 -



By fitting any one of the above functions to the observed density of shower 
particles, shower parameters viz. shower size (Ne), shower age (s) and shower' core 

location (X0 ,Y0 ) are determined. 

1.2.2. The local age parameter in EAS ·: 

The formula ofNishimura, Kamata and Greisen (NKG) has been much used both in 

the simulation of EAS also in the description of experimental results. However it 

doesn't correspond exactly to the observed shape of the lateral distribution of 

electrons, because of the use of unique value of age parameter over the whole radial 

distance from the core. At the level of observation of showers, the electron density 

distribution showing a fit to an effective age parameter (s) results from the 

superposition of a number of local young and old electron-photon cascades having 

individual local age parameter. Capdevielle proposed ( Capdevielle J.N.et al. 9) that 

the age parameter depending· on distance from the· core, known as local age 

parameter and for a given structure function, the local age parameter is as -follows -

s(r) = [l/(2X + l)j .[(X+ l).(~lnf/~lnX)+ t2+~0)X +2] 

Here ~0 = 4.5, fis NKG function,_X = r/r0 and r0 =Moliere unit oflength. 

The relation between the longitudinal~ age (st) and local age [s(r)] is 

s(r) =:a log~ (r/r0 ) + St for r < 150m. 

where a and~ are constants. 

1.2.3. Shower size spectrum: 

. By the term shower size spectrum, it means that the number of showers, F(N)dN, 

containing total number of particles between Nand N+dN, whose axes are incident 

upon unit area in unit time at the shower size N. If all showers have the same 

structure, then the relation between density spectrum v(~)d~ (no. of showers 

between the densities in the range~ & ~+d~ particles per sq.m. observed per unit· 

time per unit area) and the size spectrum at a given point (Galbraith W _I 0) is 



oC 

v(~)d~ = 2n: f r.F(N)dN.dr ........................................... (I .8) 
0 

Assuming that all showers have the same structure, the qensity at a distance r from 

the axis is given by 

~(r) = f(r).N ..................................... : ........... : .......... (1.9) 

Substituting the values ofN from above equation to equation (1.8) we get, 

aC 

v(~)d~ = f 2nr.F[~(r)/f(r) ].d[ ~(r)/f(r) ].dr ....................... (1.10) 
0 

Now, if we represent size spectrum as 

I 

F(N)dN = K.N-Y-l.dN .......... ~ .......... ~ .................. (1.11) 

where y is the spectrum index 
we have, 

. .,<:. I 

v(~)d~ = 2n.K'.~-y!l.d~. f r.f(r)'Y.dr ................................ (1.!2) 
0 

The integral is independent of ~, and thus the experimental density spectrum 

[v(~)d~ = K.~-Y-l.d~] may be compared with the equation (1.12). 

clearly , y = y 

Thus the differential size spectrum can be written as 

F(N)dN = A.N-Y-l.dN 

and for integral size spectrum 

I(>N) = C.N-'Y 

where A and C are constants. 

Thus_.. we see that the size spectrum can be represented by a power law with 

exponent y and the exponent in the size spectrum is the same as density spectrum. 

The observed shower size spectrum in the present work shows a "knee" in the 

shower size region (5-7) X105 particles. 

The shower size is a measure of the total energy ofthe primary particle. The relation 
between the shower size CNe) and primary energy (E0 ) can be expressed as· 



The value of~ is 0.8f. (Trzupek et ai.ll ). 

Thus; shower size spectrum represents the primary energy spectrum. 

1.2.4. Zenith angle distribution: 

If R(>N)e be the rate of showers at a zenith angle 8 and R(>N)0 be the rate of 

vertical showers at a vertical depth t, then zenith angle distribution can be written in 

the form of cosine power as 

R(>N)e = R(>N)0 .cosne. 

The value of the index 'n' decreases with increase of altitude. Using this power 

index, barometric coefficient i.e., the variation of rate ~f showers of a given size 

with change of barometric pressure can be calculated (section-4.1.3, chapter-4). 

1.3. The muon component: 

Muons, having no strong interaction with matter, Teach the observation l~vel, losing 

its energy only by ionisation, from the point of their production. The ionisation loss 

in' the atmosphere is comparatively smali and the mean life of muons is 

comparatively long. The number of muons after reaching a maxirimm in the 

. atmosphere decreases slowly. with increasing atmospheric depth. As a consequence, 

muons become the dominant component of th~. cosmic radiation near the sea level. 

Mum1,s constitute about 6-9% (Y ash Pal 12) of the total number of particles in EAS 

and spread out to much wider area than the electromagnetic component. 

The muons of different energies in EAS have ·been studied using magneti~ 

spectrographs associateq with the air shower array. The lateral distribution of low 

and high energy muons can be represented by the equation· of the form-· 

P~L (;::E~t,r,Ne)- r -a(:;;:..E~) ................ ( 1.13) 



where. a is a fitting parameter. The values of a obtained from the present 
experiment ("Part-B" of the thesis, Chapter-S) for muon threshold energy (>E11) 

2.5GeV lies between 0.553 to 0.662 for shower size 5.97XI04 to 1.79XI06 

particles. 

1.4. Current status of the data acquisition system for the observation of 
EAS: 

Data acquisition system is an important part for the observation of EAS. The main 

aim of any data acquisition system is t_o collect large amount of ajr shower data 

within few !-LS. In a number of observations it has been found that occassionally 

EAS are coming within short time interval (few ms) ( Klebsadel R.W. et ai13 ,Smith 

G.R. et aJ.l4, Hillas A.M. et al.l5) having similarity with low energy gamma ray 

bursts. Again, for the search of discrete point sources of ultra-high energy cosmic 

·gamma rays, which. demands a large _air shower statistics, small dead -time data 

acquisition system is neces~ary. 

Considering th~se- CJ.spect~, ~Cl new dat~ acquisition system ( Chakr<;J;barti ·c_~ et a[16) 
- - - - ~ . 

. h_as been developed in the course ~f the present work. The new data acquisition 

~ystem has a provision. to extend the ~rray by adding any number _of detector:?· to. 

collect air shower data. In-the present system, parallel processing technique is used · · 

instead of serial multiplexing technique so that the required time of data acquisition 

_ is less. Here analog pulse heights are digitised simultaneously for all the channels 

arid these particle density -data and particle arrival time data are automatically 

recorded in a 32 kbyte- 8 bit RAM and subsequently stored iri the Computer hard 

disk. Nearly 200!-LS is needed for the collection of air shower data in an individual· 

EAS. The system does not require a dedicated computer for the collection of air 

shower data. Only at the time of data transfer from external memory to the hard 

~isk, the computer is connected to the data acquisition system through a standard 

parallel port. 

In the year 1979. Akeno group ( Hara T. et al.l7) reported a automatic data 

registration system for the Akeno EAS array. The data registration and monitoring 

detectors at Akeno EAS array are performrd with a central computer system, with 

·which aU the air shower data of more than 3000 channels fm: an individual event are 



_ automatically recorded. Total time required for registration of signals from all the 
detectors is about a few seconds. 

In the 1981 Paris Conference, Bruce (Bruce A. et al 18) reported that they used a 
micro-computer controlled multistation air shower detectio~ system for use iri t~e 

study of medium energy air shower. The riiicro-comp1,1ter 'controls acquisition and 

conversion of the analog scintillation detector outputs and' provides classific~tions, 

formatting and storage of necessary data from each event. Use of the micro

computer offers advantages in· data handling as. well as provides overall system 

simplicity and flexibility. Co-ordination of the analog multiplexer· and analog-to

digital converter by the computer allows for rapid data acquisition arid therefore 

reduce system dead time. 

Astley (Astley S.M. et al19) reported in the 1981 Paris Conference, that they made 

a microprocessor controlled· system for the collection of air shower data for Haverah 

Park array, In the array, shower particles are detected by deep water Cerenkov 
detectors and plastic scintillator detectors. They used a microprocessor with each 

· detector for the advantage that a comparatively slow C?mputer can be used to 

record data from a large number of detectors. The data; handling -system has 'a· 

advantage that the electronic hardware . may be made completely interchangeable, 

for easy servicing and the detector identifica~ion being read from switches by the 
microprocessor. 

In the La-jolla Conference (1985) , Ng L.K. (Ng L.K. eta~. 20) reported, a micro

computer controlled data ·acquisition system for their medium size. shower array in 

the University of Hong Kong. In the data handling system, analog pulses are 
digitised by a slow but high precision ADC (MC14514) and the relative time-delays 

are digitised by a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). Di,fferent parts of the data 
acquisition system ar_e connected to the central proces'si~g station through 

transceiver buses and controlled by the master pulse, whic~·produce4 by a four-fold 
coincidence. Time resolution pftheTAC is better than Ins. 

Bhat P.N. et al ( Bhat P.N.et al21) described a real time datCJ. acquisition system for 
very high energy gamma ray astronomy. The extensive air ~hower produced by TeV 
gamma rays are detected by an array of parabolic mirrors (or a group of mirrors 



called a bank) for the collection of Cerenkov light produced· by the secondary ( e+, e
) wi_th a fast photomultiplier ·at the foci. The system records the time of occurrance 
of the event correct to a micro-second, the scal~rs, which r~cord various counting 

·rates, the latch information signifying which mirrors or banks·haye triggered during 

the event, the pulse height in each photomultiplier to be re~d, from a CAMAC-ADC 

module and the relative time delays between various banks from a CAMAC-TDC 

module. This is accomplished by an indegenously desigll.ea:hardware system built 

around a Q-bus based PDP 11/23 processor through a general purpose 16 bit parallel 

I/0 interface viz DRV 1-1 LThe event rate is in the 2-20Hz: 

Lu Y. reported (Lu Y. et ·ai.22) in the 22nd ICRC,_ .a multipr:ocessor c·ont~olled data 

acquisition system (DAS) for the collection of air shower. data for their GRAND 

p~oject. The DAS hardware and software have been. designed ·to handle large 
I ' 

amount of data in a short time in an individual air shower evt;:nt. They used three 
. ' ' 

computers with a 32bit:. addres~ bus, a32bit data bus, a·68020 microprocessor~ a 2 
megabyte dynamic memory(DRAM) and a 2.0 Gbyte 8mm magnetic tape drive. Air 
shO\ver data from PWCs temporarily stores serially into a random access memory· 
(SRAM). The data are then transfered from SRAM to DRAM under Computer 

control. The DAS allows the system to handle a maxim~m data burst rate of 96 
I 

megabytes/sec. The DAS can record a data rate of 400 events per second, of 7,000 
. • • . '• I • 

bits per event. The system is fast and reliable. · 

Allen G.E. et al reported (Allen G.E et ai.23) in the Rome:Conference about a data 
acquisition (DAQ) system for high data transfer rate for: the Milagro air shower 

array. Here first water Cerenkov detector was specifically designed to study EAS. 

Expected event rate for Milagro air ·shower is of. the ord~r· of 1 to 2 kHz, which 
coi-responds to a data rate of more than 1 megabyte/sec.: They U:sed MC68340 

processor with direct memory access (DMA), which c<;mtr9Is the data flow through 
bus into two dual port memory (DPM). An on-line Computer is used to read the 

data from memory with a data rate of 40MB/sec. 

Ammev S.S. reported about (Ammev S.S. et al 24) the data acquisition system of 
the EAS-100 array. The expected EAS rate in the array is 400 events/hour. 

Synchronisation and data acquisition in the array is done il} tWo level system- every 
16 detector units are served with one intermediate registration unit (IRU), 25 IRU 
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are served with one central registration unit (CRU). IRU receives data from detector 

unit, stores it in IRU buffer and transmit data to CRU . CRU receives data from IRU 

and stores the received infromation in buffers and transmits then to the Computer. 

The summary given above is may not be. complete without a reference to Pierre

Auger Observatory (Mantasch P.M.25, Hovjat C. 26,27). 

A nev.' giant air shower project proposed is the Pierre Auger Observatory: It is an 

international collaborative effort f9r observation of cosmic rays at ·the highest 

energies ( 10 19e V). Two air shower detector arrays each with an aperture of 600 

km.2 steradian, one in the northern hemisphere and other in the southern hemisphere 

are proposed to be installed by the year 200 I. The objective of the project is to 

measure the high energy end of the primary cosmic ray spectrum as well as to study 

directional distribution and nuclear charge composition of the primary radiation at 

the highest energies. 

1.5. Results on shower size spectrum of previous experiments: 

The study of electron shower size spectrum is one of the subjects of interest for the 

researchers of EAS because of its dependence on the energy spectrum of primary 

cosmic radiation. The electron size spectra of EAS reported by many authors have 

considerable difference from one another about the size where the 'knee' occurs, the 

sharpness of the kink arid dependence of the 'knee' on the observation level. 

In the Milnchen Conference, 1975, Catz reported (Catz Ph. et. aJ.28) that the integral 

size spectrum shows a 'knee' at log Ne - 6.0 and the value of the spectrum index 

changes from (1.59 ± 0.002) to (2.19 ± 0.02) with showers of zenith angle < 330. 

From the measurement of integral shower size spectrum by Samarkand EAS array 

(Aliev M. et ai.29) with showers of zenith angle ::;300 in the size range 2.5XI 05-

3 .2X 1 o6, they found a spectrum "'knee'· in. the size region ( 6-9)X 1 o5 and the- value 

of the spectral index changes from (L47±0.05) to (2.10±0.09) before and after the 

'knee'. In the Moscow Conference, 1987, Adamov (Adamov D.S. et at)O) reported 

that the integral size spectrum obtained in the size range 2XI05-2X1Q7 with zenith 

angle ::;300 has a bend at Ne -1 o6 and the spectral index before and after the bend is 

( 1.55±0.02) and ( 1.86±0.025}. 
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"Aglietta presented in the Calgary Conference, 1993(Aglietta M. et al 31 ), the size 

spectrum of primary cosmic rays in the energy region J014_J016 eV by EAS.-TOP· 

· array(800gm/cm2) _with a 'knee' at log(Ne) = 6.05 and the change in exponent of 

power law size spectrum from 1.67 to 2.04. He concluded that the measured size 

spectrum is comparable with the expectation from the extrapolation of direct 

primary spectra measured at lower energies within the experimental uncertainties. In 

the same Conference, Dedenko (Dedenko L.G. eta! 32) showed by the Tien-Shan. 

data that, 'in the size spectrum, there is a 'bend' at Ne - 106 and it does not depend 

on zenith angle. 

In the year 1995, Danilova reported that (Danilova E.V. et a! 33) there is no 

dependence benveen the position of shower size spectrum 'knee' and depth of 

observation level. It is not easy to explain this fact without drastic ~hange of nuclear 

interaction in frame of usual models of generation and propagation in the interstellar 

space of cosmic particles. A group (Antonian S.V.Ter et al.34), working by 

MAKET-ANI array (3200 n1.a.s.l.) reported that in the shower size spectrum. 'knee' 

depends Oil ageparameter of EAS and changes its position from 5.1 XI as with s<0.8 

to 5 .6X 1 Q6 with s> 1.2 and the value of the size spectrum exponent changes from 

[(0.15±0.03).ln(s) + l.S] to (2.15±0.1) before and after the 'knee'. 

Again in the work of Asaklmori (Asakimori K. et. a1)5). they have not found any 

'knee' in the size spectrum.This result is different from others and they consider this 

as "due to difference in estimation of the ·selection bias, the lateral distribution 

function used for the size determination, the arrangement of detectors , and the 

mdhod of analysis etc". In the 1985 Lajolla Conference, Chan S.K. et a!. also 

reported ( Chan S.K. et. aJ.36) integral shower size spectrum which can be 

expressed by a single power law with .a slope l.83±0.0L indicating that there is no 

'knee' in the size spectrum. 
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Chapter-2 

A NEW EXPERIMENTAL SET UP FOR UHE GAMMA RAY 
OBSERVATION. 

2.1 New data acquisition system: 

.The main purpose of new NBU EAS array used as telescope (see section-2.2) is to 

.search for discrete point sources of ultra high energy cosmic gamma rays. For this a 

significant air shower statistics is required and hence data acquisition system should 

be such that the dead time of the system is small. Moreover in a number of EAS 

observations it has been found that EAS are coming within short interval of time ( 

Klebesadel R. W. et ail. Smith G.R. et al2, Hillas A.M.3) similar to low energy 

gamma ray burst. To observe such phenomena, again data acquisition time need to 

be as small as possible. To minimise the data acquisition time , a new data 

acquisition system has been developed ( Chakrabarti C. et al 4) for the NBU EAS 

array. 

In' the original data acquisition system of the NBU EAS array ( Basak D.K. et al5) a 

32 chann~l multiplex~d analog-to-digital converter (ADC) was used to digitise the 

analog pulse carrying the information of charged particle density in the EAS. In the 
0 • 

new system , analog pulse heights are digitised simultaneously for all the 32 

channels and the~e digitised density data· are automatically recorded in an external 

32-k byte ·RAM and subsequently stored into the Computer hard disk. Block 

diagram of the new data acquisition system is sho"n in fig.2 .I a. The \Vhole data 

acquisition system is divided into following units. 

2.1.1. EAS selection system with master control unit (MCU): 

The circuit that controls the selection of the detector pulses to produce a coincidence 

master pulse for the detection of arrival of air shower and also to send pulses at 

different units of the data handling system for storing different data, are termed as 

EAS selection system with master control unit (MCU). Block diagram of this unit is 

shown in fig. 2.1 b. Operation of the system is detailed belm:v. 
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Fast timing detector pulses are discriminated through a Lecroy discriminator. 

Discriminated output is converted into TTL through Level Adapter of Lecroy for 

coincidence. Out of 8 fast timing detectors . we used three fixed and another one. 

from remaining five for four fold coincidence pulse generation. The coinciden-ce 

pulse is shaped through a Multivibrator (1 C 7 4221 ). \\'hen coincidence pulse is 

generated ,it allows the arrival time data( fig.2.1 e) to get stored into the register 

buffer (IC 74373) , starts TDC scan (fig.2.1 f) and gives a hold command to the 

sample & hold (S/H)(fig.2.lc). At the same time, the coincidence pulse generates a 

veto pulse which is withdrawn after the completion of total data acquisition process. 

This pulse also disconnects all the ADC inputs (fig.2.ld) by means of a FET switch 

. The coincidence pulse also generates three other pulses . One is used to generate 

hold command for all the ADC channels(fig.2.ld) through multivibrator (IC 74123). 

_ Width of this pulse· is 150. JlS. Second pulse goes to ADC ( fig.2. I d) for the digital 

conversion of analog pulse. Width of this pulse is 150 ns. The third p~lse is used to 

open a gate so that all the data are stored into the memory by means of a scan 

counter generator(fig.2.1 d). After storing all the data into the memory . a pulse is 

generated to withdraw the veto. pulse so that the circuit is readY tor next 

coincidence. 

2.1.2 Sample & Hold unit with input cut-off switch: 

Main purpose of this unit is the detection of each of the density detector pulse for 

inonitoring during sampling and holding the peak of coincidence selected pulses :and 

then· feeding it to an ADC for ·scanning. Block diagram of this unit is shown in fig 

2.1 c. Principle of operation of the circuit is given below. 

When pulses from density detectors come into this circuit, the hold capacitor for 

each channel is charged up afthe peak voltage of the pulses. The voltage across the 

·capacitor is retained for 4 JlS and then allowed to discharge through a transistor 

switch f9r ?amp ling. If a hold command ·from MCU comes within that 4J.ls, the hold 

capacitor is isolated from discharging for 150 J.lS. The output pulses from S/H are 

connected to the input ofthe ADC to scan the pulse heights. Until the conversion is 

complete, a FET switch is used to open the inpm lines of S/1-1. 
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2.1.3 Pulse height conversion and data out unit: 

This unit digitise the analog pulses from S/H by ADC and lead out the data from 

ADC to the data bus. Fig 2.1 d shows the block diagram of the conversion circuit. 

Here we use individual 8-bit ADC with latch for each of the 24 channels to store 

particle density data. Principle of operation of the circuit is described below. 

- 'When a start conversion pulse of width 150 ns is generated from MCU, a gate is 

opened for I 00 Jls to pass 500 kHz clock pulse for scanning the analog pulse by 

· ADC. AIL the ADCs (IC 0809) digitise the analog pulses simultaneously and store · 

until next start pulse comes. After storing all the data . a pulse comes from MCU to 

start a binary counter (IC 7490) for count '00 to 23' which is used to connect all the 

ADC outputs one after another to the data bus by a Multiplexer(IC 74154). 

2.1.4 Real time clock unit: 

This unit store the arrival time & date of individual shower event and also displays 

the time & date. Here I MHz Cl}'Stal oscillator is used for the generation of pulses 

· tb control the whole data acquisition system and also keeps the data of actual time 

of arrival of individual showers. Block diagram of this unit is shown in fig. 2. I e. 

Operation of the unit is detailed below. 

I MHz oscillator pulse first is shaped into a square wave logic pulse. This pulse is 

divided by 1 o6 to make· 'second' pulse. This '.second pulse' is fed _.into a binary 

counter to store the data into the latch(IC74373) and the output of the binary counter 

. is connected to a Binary to BCD converter (IC 7447) to display the second data by 

seven segment LED. 'Second pulse' is divided by 60 to make the "minute pulse'. 

'Minute pulse' is also displayed and latched similar way. The 'minute pulse' is 

divided by 60 to ma~e 'hour pulse' and 'hour pulse' is divided by 24 to make 'day 

pulse'. The hour and day pulses are also displayed and latched. The time data can be 

adjusted to proper value through individual manual switches by means of a high 

. frequency square waye .pulse. When coincidence trigger pulse comes from MCU, all 

·the binary data are stored into individual latches simultaneously. These latched data 

are stored into the external memory through data bus one after another by means of 

read out pulse . 
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2.1.5. Timing data conversion and storing unit: 

This unit coilVerts relative time delay of the arrival of shower p_articles detected by 

different fast timing detectors into digital data and store·these data into the memory 

for arrival direction measurement. The conversion and storing process is described 

below. 

The output pulses of the. fast timing detectors are given to a Lecroy fast 

discriminator (Lecroy Octal Discriminator 6238). The width of the discriminator 

output pulse is aqjusted to 50 ns which ensure the coincidence. The bias of the _ 

discriminator is set at half particle pulse height level. The coincidence o1,1tput pulse 

is used as the start pulse for the 8 channel Lecroy TDC modules (Lecroy 2228A) . 

Output of each ~iscriminator channel is delayed by 172 feet RG 174 cables and . 

these delayed pulses give the individual TDC stop. The measured time interval is 

·converted into a .11-bit digital number by means of a 20 MHi clock. The time-to

d_igital conversion is accomplished in two steps. A capacitor is charged up through 

constant current by common start pulse u~1til individual stop pulse comes. and then 

analog-to-digital conversion is performed by Willkinson method. The final count is 

proportional to the time interval . These digital data are written to the register by 

sequential addressing and these registers store data until clear pulse comes. 

Maximum time required for storing the data is I 00 ~s. 

After storing all the ADC data into the memory (IC-62256). a start pulse is 

generate9 for read out the TDC data and store into the memory. Block diagram of · 

the circuit is shown in fig2.1 f. Start pulse from MCU is fed into a Flip-Flop which 

generates some conditions so that data are out from TDC memory by 12-bit data 

bus. This pulse also opens a gate for address generation by means of a binary 

counter with 'scan clock'. A BCD counter is used to divide 'scan clock' into two. 1st 

'scan clock' BCD output is used for nvo purposes- to read out the 12-bit data by t\\'o 

8-bit latch, and to store one 8-bit data into the memory unit. Second 'scan clock' 

only stores the other 8-bit data into the memory. Thus, each channel ofTDC data is 

stored by two 'scan clock' and it takes two bytes of external memory. 

2.1.6. Data storage system from RAM to hard disk : 

2.4 ~ 
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The external 32 k-byte RAM (IC 62256) has nearly 600 event data storing capacity. 

Hence after completion of nearly· 600 event • we start transfer all the data into the 

hard disk from RAM by means of a Computer software. We have developed a 

Computer programme so that a, parallel port is used to control all the data line and 

address line ofthe memory bank. Block diagram of the circuit is shown in fig 2.1g. 

In the present system we have used 4 data line to collect data from RAM and. 8 

address line to generate address. We converting 8 address line to 15 address line by 

means of two 8-bit tri-state register (IC 74373) and 8 data line to 4 data line by 

means of two 4-bit tri-state register (IC 74173). This conversion \\"as controlled by 

three lines from PC to 8 lines into the data handling system b:y 744 7 decoder. In our 

Computer software , we first generate address from 0 to required number to bririg 

out the data from RAM. As first address genei"ates. it goes to address line of the 

RAM_ by the control of control lines. The control lines then generate a write 

command to RAM so tha~ first data store into two 4-bit tri-state register . After 

storing this data , another two control commands generate. which are used to 

transfer both 4.,bit data to the Computer and then for connecting them for actual 

data transfer. After completion of this cycle, we increase th~ address by one and 

repeat the cycle until all the data transfer to the hard disk. 

2.2. The new NBU EAS telescope: 

.1he design an~ construction of the new NBU EAS telescope have been made for the 

observ_ation ·of several gamma ray sources e.g. Cygnus X-3. Hercules X-1. Crab 

nebula from a new site (latitude 26042' N, longitude 880 21' E , atmospheric depth 

-1 000gm/cm2 ). The telescope currently consists of 24 plastic scintillation detectors · 

each of area 0.25 m2 for tl~e measurement of particle density of EAS at various 

points ' 8 tast timing detectors for the determination ·of arrival direction of each 

_shower event and two muon magnetic spectrogrphs of m.d.m. 500 · Ge V /c for the 

study of muon component of EAS. The layout of the tele$COpe is based on the 

arran~ement ofscintillation detectors in a square array. The plan of the telescope is 

shown in fig.2.2a. The scintillation detectors covered an area of - 1450 m2. The 

array is designed to observe showers of energies 10 14-1 0 16 e V. Direction of the 

showers are obtained by relative time delay measured by the 8 fast timing detectors , 

four of them located near the centre of the array while the rest four are placed at 

'26--· '• 
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the four edges of the array. Two muon magnetic spectrographs each of area 0.5 m2 

.are used for the study of muon component ofEAS. 

2.3. Electron density detector: 

Each of 24 plastic scintillation detector is used as particle detector to obtain the 

density of the shower particles at various points of the array. All the detectors are 

made by plastic scintillator blocks each of size .50cmX50cmX5cm. The scintillator 

block is enclosed in a pyramidal light tight enclosure . The inner surfaces of the 
enclosure are painted by Titanium dioxide(Ti02) which has a high light reflection 

efficiency. A Photomultiplier ( Philips XP2050/Dumont 6364/RCA 5819 ) tube 

mounted at a vertical distance of about 39cm below to view the scintillator, forms 

the detector. The arrangement of a detector is shown in fig-2.3a. The 

photomultiplier tubes are operated in the voltage range 825-1325 Volt. The · 

variation of the operating voltage of different photomultipliers are monitored to 

ensure that the single particle pulse height in different counters are nearly same. 

The pulses from all the photomultipliers are amplified by a pre-amplifier of gain 

· 4. 7 . The pulses from each detector ( pre-amplifier output pulse ) are sent to the 

· central laboratory for the· collection of data. The perfolJTiance of each of the 

detectors was monitored during detector calibration by measuring single particle 

pulse heights. The variation of pulse height from the centre of the detector to its 

edge is within 9%. 

2.4. Fast timing detector: 
' .· 

Fast timing detectors are used to get timing infommtion of shower front. Eight fast 

timing detectors are .operated in the new NBU EAS telescope: These detectors are 

exactly of the same st.ructure as of the electron density detectors, only difference is, 

Philips fast p:hot~~l~"ltiplier tub~- (XP2020; rise time - 1.5ns) are . used . These 

photomultiplier tubes are operated at negative voltages of 1900-2300 volt to 

:minimise the noise generated from the high voltage power supply. Photomultiplier 

·pulses are amplified by a pre-amplifi~r and then sent to the Lecroy TDC unit 

( fig.2.1 f.) in the central laboratory for collection of timing information of incident 

shower front. 
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2.5. Magnetic spectrograph unit: 

Two identical magnetic spectrograph units seperated by a distance of 4m are 

. operated to study the muon component of EAS (Bas·ak D.K. et al6) . Each 

spectrograph unit consists of a solid iron magnet in between four neon flash tube 

trays. Four cameras are used for recording muon track on flash tubes. The height 

of the electromagnet is lm and the magnetic induction in iron is 16 K.Gauss. To 

remove the electromagnetic component of EAS , the spectrograph is shielded by 

concrete absorber. Additional lead absorber of about 5cm thick is placed above the 

top tray of neon flash tubes. Two spectrographs each with a lever arm of 6.3 meter 

were. set up pointing to the zenith to collect muons above 2;5 GeV. in incident 

vertical showers. The accuracy oflocating a muon trajectory is within ±0.14cm. The 

muon energy is estimated by deflection of a muon in the magnetic field. 

2.6. Maintenance of the apparatus : 

In order to maintain uniformity of response from scintillator , the performance of 

the linear amplifiers used for calibration and selection, are checked frequently. The 

count rate of pulses of each of the density and fast timing detectors are monitored 

daily . Checking of the data handling system also performed frequ_ently. 

2.7. Calibration of the read out system : 

2.7.1. ADC and TDC caljbration: 

Ail the ADC's are Calibrated first using a standard DC source. In the next step, a 

,square wave pulse :generator of vari(lble amplitude was used as a standard source . 

. /The wi4th:ofthe puises were taken comparable with the output analog pulses of the 

· ·aen.sit)/d~iec~6rs: ·Fig: 2.7a shows an actual calibration curve of a particular ADC . 
. ·. ·'·' 

Fr~in _the ¢alibration curve it is found th~t digitised output pulses are linear to the 
. • · .. =· .. 

. 'inputyoltage of ADC.and the uncertainty in the conversion is within 0.39%: 
. ' 

The TDC s are calibrated using a standard Timer. 

2.7.2 Density detector calibration i 
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For the measurement of particle density, each density detector must be calibrated in 

terms of single·particle pulse height. This was done by placing each density detector 

within a telescopic arrangement of three GM counters , two of which were placed 

above the detector with their axis mutually perpendicular to each other and the third 

GM counter was placed below the detector. The arrangement is shown in fig. 2.7b. 

For the measurement of pulse height , the coincidence pulse from the telescope is 

used to trigger the MCU of -the data acquisition system and the output. from the 

detector is connected to each of the channels of the pulse height measuring circuit 

one after another. Most coincidences correspond to single particle. Fig. 2.7c shows 

the single particle pulse height distribution of a particular detector. The full width at 

half maximum (FWHM) of single particle pulse height distribution for each of the 

channels is found to be within 27% of the average single particle pulse height of that 

channel. During the operation of the array , the differential pulse height spectrum . 

for all the detectors has als<;> been measured sequentially and from the pulse height -

spectrum , the average single particle pulse height was estimated. 

2.7.3. Instrumental uncertainty in timing measurements : 

For the observation of UHE point sources, an accurate determination of arrival 

angle of shower is necessary. The accuracy in arrival angle determination mainly 

depends on the capability of accurate measurement of the relative arrival times of 

the shower particles. The error in the relative arrival time measurement includes the 

instrumental uncertainty of the time ·measuring instruments. For an isolated fast 

timing detector, instrumental uncertainty is measured in the following way. 
i • 

· The fast timing detector under study is placed above another fast timing detector to .. 
. ·--

form a t~lescope as shown in fig.2~7d. 2-fold coincidence is obtained by the 
. .;: . . . 

detectors and ~he· co~ncidence pulse ~ta_its the Lecroy TDC unit. Individual pulses of 

-·:the .hvo d~te~~~rs ar~ fed to discri~ato~ and the discriminated output pulses pass 
· with ihe same~: cable .del_ay. These delayed-puls.es ~e used to stop the channels of the 

TDC~· The distrib~tion ~fth~ quaritity.g~td- t0 + (d/c) is shm\·n in fig. 2.7e; where 
~ . ' ~ 

td is the time recorded by-the detector under study when a particle passes,through 

the telescope, t0 is the time recorded by the other detector for the same event, d is 

the vertical distance between the two detectors and c is the velocity of light. 

Assuming that the distribution of 0 is Gaussian . the standard deviation <J of the 
~ . . 

distribution gives the uncertainity in arrival time measurements and the uncertain·;ty 
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:in timing measurement for a single detector is found to be o"/20.5 which is ( 1.84 ± 

0.05) nano second. 

2.8. Discussion: 

The new' data acquisition system has a provision to extend the array by adding any 

number of detectors in the array to collect air shower data. In the present system , 

parallel processing technique is used instead of serial multiplexing technique so that 

the required time of data acquisition is less. It needs only one clock pulse time for 

one aciditional detector channel. The system does not require a dedicated Computer · 

.for the collection of air shower data. Only at the time of data transfer from external 

memory to the hard disk, the Computer is connected to the data acquisition system 

through a standard parallel port. 

. '; . ' ~; 
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Cbapter-3 

DATA ANALYSIS, ERROR ESTIMATION AND 
PERFORMANCE OF THE TELESCO~E 

3.1 Procedure of data analysis for the observation of discrete point 
. sources of gamma ray : 

The object of the analysis procedure is to reduce the EAS event data to quantities, 

that yield as much information about an individual air shower as possible. The 

'dynamic' data are then converted into densities and meaningful times and finally 

· from these quantities the gross shower parameters l,e, shower core position , 

. shower age, shower size and shower. arrival direction of interest are computed. 

These are needed to obtain astrophysical and nuclear physical information 
. . 

associated with the EAS data. Present analysis process 1s com~leted by the 

following three steps. 

(i) Rejection of poor data,· . 
· (ii) Estimation of four basic parameters viz. core location (XQ, Yo), shower size (Ne) 

. and shower age parameter (s) from density detector data and 

·'-(iii)Timing data analysis for the estimation of arrival direction of incident EAS. 

~.Ll. Rejection of poor data: 

--· :'Inthe ·~alysis procedure~ we· rejected those events which have lower number of 

· .. ·. · · · _·.d~nsity .data and· fast timing data. The number of detectors bearing 'good' .data 
. , __ :·'.· · .. ·. :: · · determines. how the data are analysed. Table-1 shows the various analysis options. It 

: -. . ... ' 

· ·_ · :. -~~ Cleat from the table that, option-1 & 3 showers can not be analysed· because of 
.. ·, ._ -' .. - :.spurious .c.oincidence,.option-2 showers cail be fully analysed whereas option-4 can 

pe partially analysed .. 

Table-1 

. :: 
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----------·---- ·------------------------
Analysis option Number of detectors Number of detectors Meaning 

giving fast timing 
information. 

giving density 
information. 

--------------------------------------------------:-----------~------------------------------ --- --

1 -<4 <4 

2 

3 <4 

Insufficient data for 
analysis. No analysis 
done because of 

spurious coincidence. · 

Full analysis. Timing 

data used to calculate 
(S,<j),a and 8), density 
data used .to calCulate 
CXo ,Yo,Ne,s) 

Insufficient timing 

data for analysis. It 
is a case of spurious 

coincidence. 
----~------------.----~----------------------------..;------------------o:------------------------- ----

4 

Table-I: Various ~alysis options. 

<4 
Timing data only 

used to calculate 

(e,q,,a and 8) only. 

3.1.2:-Estimation of shower parameters from density detectordata : 

... Estimation of basic shower parameters is a necessary preliminary in EAS analysis~ 
. ;Th~ sho'Yer core location (Xo,Yo), shower size (Ne) and shower age parameter (s) 

.· :: ,are· called shower parameters. The shower core is a: location in the shower plane 
-_.having ~aximum shower particle densitY. The shower size is measured by the total 

0 

· ··number of electrons present in the shower at the observation level and shower age 
parameter describes the longitudinal development of electromagnetic cascade. To· 
study the shower properties , accurate measurements of these quantities are needed. 
There is no direct way of determination of these parameters. These are estimated by 

' ~ .. 
' ' ~ . . ' 
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fitting the experimentally observed shower particle dens~ty data to a lateral 

distribution function (ldf) of shower particles. Since most of the shower particles are 

electrons and photons, basic shower parameters are determined by the electron

photon component. 

Different authors proposed differenf forms of the lateral distribution of the electron 

component of EAS. In the present analysis 'ldf' of Hill as ( Hillas A.M. et al. J) is 

used and is given by-

fh(r) = C(s) (r/ro)Cal+a2(s-l))(l+ rlro)(bl+b2(s-1)) ........ (3.1) 

where C(s) is the normalisation constant and al=-0.53,a2=1.54,bl=-3.39,b2=0 and 
. ro·= 24m. . 

The density of shower particles at radial distance r from the shower core is given by 

il(r) ~ CNe-fh(r))/ro2 ................................ : ..... (3.2) 

where il(r) is the electron density at a distance r froni the core and Ne is the 

shower size. 
The shower parameters are determined by fitting the H.illas 'ldf to the observed 

. radial distribution of the densities il(r) by minimizing, with respect to each of the 

shower parameters simultaneously, the entity defined as-

x2 (Xo,Yo,Ne,s) = 'L.Wi( lli0 - llie) 2 ............. : ................. (3.3) 

where llio is the observed density in the ith detector which is related to the 

corresponding .ADC reading Ri by the_relation 

. ' :- :,..· -

.............................. (3.4) 

where Aj is the area of the ith detector and Cj is the calibration factor obtained from 

density detector calibration which is done in chapter-2. llie is the expected density 

in the ith detector which is calculated by substituting the estimated shower 
parameters in the Hillas functi~n and Wi is the weight factor and is taken as 

41.> 
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.............................................. (3.5) 

Summation is taken over total number of data points. 

The method of searohing for the minimum value of x2 with. respect to each of the 

EAS parameters simultaneously, "is the gradient search method in the direction of 

steepest descent and the condition of minimisation of x2 with respect to each 

shower parameter is given by-

................................................ (3.6) 

where ~i's are the four shower parameters Xo, Y o,Ne and s. 

Initially x2 is set at a large value and sis taken as 1.25. The initial estimation of the 

core location is made by using the symmetry of the lateral distribution function . 

The centre ofgravity of the density .distribution is given by-

Xo= I: fliOXi/ I: Llio 

- Yo= I: fliOYi/ I: Llio ............................ (3.7) 

where Xi and Yi are the co-ordinates of the ith detector . With these values- of 

Xo, Y 0 and s , the initial estimation of the shower size (Ne) is made by solving the 

equation- · 

.. _ ........................... (3.8) 

which giv~s ·a cubic equation of the type-

Ne3 + c Ne + t = 0 ......... : ................ (3.9) 

. ·-· 

where ·c and t are"the function,<Jf core location and age. 
. . .... - -· ·- . -
From these values of Xo ,Yo ,Ne and s , the quantity x2 and its gradient Vx2 for . . . 

. ~arious components are ev~luated .. If the new value of x2 is less than its initial . . . 

value , the parameters are then changed in accordance with the respective 

corrtponerits of Vx2 and a new set of parameters is· optained. The process is 

continued until the difference between the nvo successive values of x2 per degree 

. 42 .. -
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of freedom is less than 0.001 and the current values ofXQ, Yo, Ne and s are taken as 

the best fitted values of the shower parameters. If within 500 iterations the above 

condition is not reached, the further minimization is abandoned because in such a 

case it has been found that the value of x2 oscillates very close to the minimum 

value. The current values of the parameters are accepted as the shower parameters. 

3.1.3. Timing data analysis procedure: 

An exact determination of arrival direction of EAS is important to identify the UHE 

discrete sources of gamma ray. Since 1953, air shower directions have been 

measured using the fast timing technique (Bassi P. et al.2). Pioneering work in 
arrival direction was done by Linsley (Linsley & Scarsi3).The accuracy of the 

arrival angle determination mainly depends on the capability of accurate 
' - ' 

measurement of the relative arrival times of the shower particles. The uncertainty in 

the timing measurement iS: due to different factors- time spread of the shower 

particles in shower disk, curvature of the shower front, time offset, instrumental 

uncertainty of the time measuring instrum~nts, speed of photomultiplier etc. 

3.1.4. Time offset of the time measuring instrument: 

If a shower is incident vertically on the array, there is no time difference between 

particles arriving at different detectors of the array. But in practical case, there is a 

finite and constant difference in the actual arrival time of shower particles in the 

different detectors~ This difference in time is known as the time offset of the timing 

detectors. Since the actual arrival times of shower particles are necessary -to obtain 

true arrival direction of a shower, the measured time has to be corrected for the time 

<?ffset before such:- times are used for the directional analysis. By the fast timing 
t . . . • 

technique, _the shower arrival direction is measured _by relative arrival times of 
. . ·.' -- ·.' ": ·. . . ~ -· . . 

shower particles on each fast timing. detector. Hence only relative time offsets 

· betw~en the different timing instruments are necessary instead of actual time_ offsets _ 

of the instrument. 

The factors which are responsible for the relative time offsets of the time measuring 

instruments are given below. 

(i) Difference in Photomultiplier transit time. 

~i) Difference in respon1?e time of the scintillator and photomultiplier. 

-6 



@9 Electronic propagation delay between different time measuring channel.& 

(i~Unequallength of delay cable and a]so manufacturing differences of cables. 

The titne offsets are measured in the following way. 
Suppose Ti is the true arrival time. of shower particles in the ith detector and T oi is 

the total delay which includes time response delay of the detector,electronic 

propagation delay and cable delay etc. Therefore time measured by the ith detector 

will be Tim = Tj + T oi . Simi!arly time measured by the jth detector will be _ Tjm 

= Tj + T0j

Therefore, 

Tim- Tjm =Ti- Tj + T0 i -Toj 

T oi - T oj is the relative time offset between the ith and jth timing instruments. If we_ 

are summing up the ·quantity Tjm - Tjm for_ a large number of events , the 

quantity 
I.( Tj - Tj ) should vanish (the observed events have azimuthal isotropy as cosmic 

rays are highly isotropic in nature) . 

Hence for each pair of detectors we get,. 

I. ( T0 i- T0j) =I. (Tim- Tjm) 

or, ( T0 i- T0j- Tijm) = 0 

where Tijm =·(I. (Tim -Tjm))/n. 

_n is the total number of events· considered. There are eight such equations for eight 

~etectors. Solution ·of these equations gives the relative time offsets between 

different detectors.· 

-.:rhe relative time offsets has been measured for all the timing detectors and relative 
; ' . _.. . . . 

·'arrival tiine· of all-the timing detectors are corrected for time offsets. The corrected 

.r~lative ~ari-i~al tim~. (RAT). of differen(detectors which are hiJted by the shower 

partic!es for tlie:two shower events are sh~wn in fig.3.lb. and fig.3.lc. 

_3.1.5. Instrumental uncertainty in timing measurements : 

Instrumental uncertainity .in timing measurement is already discussed in sec.2.7.3. 
of chapter-2: - · 



3.1.6. Estimation of arrival direction : 

Arrival direction (i,e Zenith angle, Azimuth angle) is estimated by a least square fit 

of a plane shower front to the timing-data . The plane shower front is given by -

lxi + myi + nZi + c (tj- to)= 0 ........................ (3.10) 

where Xi , Yi , Zi are the co-ordinates of the ith detector , ti is the_ arrival time of 

shower particles in the ith detector, to is the reference time which is actually the 

time of arrival at a reference detector and 1, m, n are the direction cosines which are 

given by-

1 = sine . cos<j> 

m =sine. sin_~ ............................. (3.11) 
n = cose ,_ 

where e and <j> are zenith and azimuth angle. 

In practice _the values oft_ are measured -and the p~oblem is to find e and <j>. ·In table-

2, ·timing detector positions, cable delay ( section-2.1.5 ., chapter-2) and maximum 

time difference that a timing detector can record in the present BAS telescope ( 

section- 2.2. of chapter-2)-to_ indicate the limits of relative timing measurements. 

Detector 
Number 

Table-2 

X Y' Z Cable 
(m) (m) (m) delay 

(ns) 

Cable delay 
relative to 

detector-! . -~. 
(ns) 

Maximum value of 
time difference t 

for a shower front 
which traverses the 

indicated detector 
before detector-!. 

(ns) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

l 14 12.0 0 139 0 --------
2 7 16,0 0 174 35 27 
.., 

14 20.0 0 159 20 26 .) 

4 21 16.0 0 155 16 27 
5 0 4.0 0 166 27 58 
6 0 28.0 (}· 146 7 71 

. ; '• 
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7 
8 

29 29.5 o· 
28 4.0 0 

193 
180 

54 
41 

77 
54 

The direction cosines are constrained by the relation -

12 + m2 + n2 = 1 ............................ (3.12) 

The direction cosines are obtained by the minimisation process of the quantity -

x2 = l: Wi ( lxi + myi + nzi+ c (ti- to)')2 ........ (3..13) 

where the summation is taken over all the timing detectors which are. triggered by 
·the incident shower front and W i 's are weight factors of the detectors and is given 

by-

Wi = 11(ainst.2 + adsk.2) .......... (3.14) 

where ainst. is the instrumental uncertaimty and is described in section ·2.7.3 of 

chapter-2. adsk. is the uncertain~ty in timing measurements due to finite thickness of 

EAS disk. The nui:nber of particles producing the signal varies due to the finite 

thickness of shower disk . Hence the width of th~ time distribution of the sh_ower 

· particles in the shower disk is a measure of the fluctuation in arrival time ·of shower 

particles at the detectors. This width increases with the increase of core distance. 

The width of the distribution is given by -Linsley (Linsley J.et al5) as-

adsk.= ao. ( 1 + r/rt)b I n0.5 ......... (3.15) 

with ao = 2.6 ns, rt = 30m., b=l.5 and n is the number of particles that hit the 

detector. 

The condition of minimisation ofx2 with respect to 1, m, n, to are given by-

8x2t8I = o 

8x2t8m = o 
8x2t8n = 0 and ............ (3.16) 
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Solutions of these equations along with the constrained condition of direction 
cosines give the values of I, m, n, and to in terms of spatial co-ordinates of the 

timing detectors and the arrival times of the shower particles at different detectors. 

Thus zenith angle. (8) and azimuth angle( <1>) of each shower event are determined 

using equation (3.11). 

3.1.7. Arrival direction in equatorial coordinates: 

During the diurnal motion of a heavenly body, its altitude and azimuth continually 

changes. Also at the same instant, at places of different latitudes, the same body has 

different. altitudes and azimuths. However right ascension and declination of a 

heavenly body remain the same during their diurnal motion. ·So equatorial 

coordinates (right as~ension and declination) are used to ·define the position of a 

stat;. 

if the observer's latitude is <p and 8,<j> are the zenith and azimuth of a heavenly body, 
' - . -

· thenthe declination is given by 

8 = sin-l(sin<p.cos 8 + .cos<p.sin8.cos<j>) ................ (3.17) 

and h be the hour angle then, 

h = sin-1 (sin8.sin<j>.cos8) -............................. (3 .18) 

If a heavenly body is observed at local siderial time LST ~nd h is the hour angle of 

the body, then the right ascension of the body a is given by-

a= LST- h ................. : ....... (3.19) 

Thus ti:om equation (3.17) and (3.19), right ascension and declination of a star are 

~ne.asured. 

A flow-ch~u·t for x2- minimisation procedure for finding the shower parameters and 

arrival directions· is shown in tig.3~la and example of observed shower data and 
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reconstructed shower parameters from the observed data for two ty~ical observed 
EAS eventsareshown in fig.3.lb and 3.lc. 

3.2. Accuracy of measurements·:· 

3.2.1. Estimation of errors in shower parameters: 

It is evident that any feature of EAS will be affected by the errors in ·estimation of 

the shower parameters. So it is necessary to have an idea of errors involved in the 
estimation of the parameters Xo,Yo,Ne and s of an observed shower events. An 

estimate of·errors in shower parameters is obtained by artificial shower analysis. 

Here air shower events are simulated and then the simulated data are analysed with 

usual analysis programme.By selecting random shower sizes for an incident power 
law differential shower size spectrum (N-2.5) with zenith angle distribution of form 

cos7.5e in the size rangel04-1o6,1200 showers have been simulated ~nd randomly 

projected over an circular area of radius 40m. :from the array centre. Particle density 

in each detector for every event is calculated according to Hillas function .· To 

0btain the experimental conditions, the statistical fluctuations in the number of 
' . 

particles in each detector are superposed . These simulated events are then analysed 

by x2 minimisation procedure as described by equation (3.3). 

· From the simulation study , it is found :that there is no systematic biases in the 

analysis procedure employed in the· experiment. The distribution of differences 

between the simulated parameters and fitted parameters are shown in fig. 3 .2a, 3 .2b, 

3 .2c and 3 .2d. 

Assuming that all the distributions are Gaussian, the standard deviation cr of all 

the distributions are obtained by minimizing the quantity-

where Wi0 is the observed probability and wie is the expected probability 

and is given by-

................... : .. (3.21) 
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Event date.7/6/96, IST.15h16m14s, Xo = 16.75m, -

Yo =14.02m, s = 1.27, "PI degrees of :freedom =0.109 for 

density data fit, Ne = 9. 2 X 104 , Zenith Angle =11.2°, 

Azimuth Angle = 64.1 °, R.A. = 128.3°, Declination = 31.1°. 

--------------------------------------~------------------------------------------
__________ ..._ ___ _ 

Radial distance from core (m) Observed density Expected density 

---· -----------------------------------------------------
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Fig.3.1 b:Observed EAS event and reconstructed shower parameters from that data. 
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Event date.28/5/96, IST.11h02m30s, X0 = 18.42m, 

Yo =14.00m, s = 1.21, r.2l degrees offreedom =0.072 for 

density data fit, Ne= 9.1 X 104, Zenith Angle =23.3°, 

Azimuth Angle= 44. 70, R.A. = 54.5°, Declination= 41:6° 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Radial distance from core (m) Observed density. · · Expected density 
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• 

Ag.3.1 c : Observed EAS event and reconstrUcted shower parameters from that event. 
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where cr is the standard deviation , x is the measured value and m is the mean 

values of any ofthe shower parameters. 

From these minimisation , uncertainity in different parameters are as follows-

(i) Uncertainty in core location (a) 8Xo = (2.18 ± 0.05) m. 

(b) 8Yo = (2.17 ±0.05) m. 

(ii) Uncertainty in shower size 8Ne/ Ne = (12.97 ± 0.27)% and 

(iii) Uncertainty in shower age 8s = (0.11 + .003). 

The x2- distribution of the experimentally observed showers and artificial showers 
is shown in fig.3 .2e. 

3 .2.2. Angular resolution of the new NBU EAS telescope: 

To detect reliably UHE particle emission from specific directions and to search for 

.~lustering, an exact cletermi~ation of-angular direction is necessary. Again, a-zenith

.angle error of 30 le-ads to an uncertainity in atmosph~ric depth traversed by a shower -

of 74 gm/cm2 for 8-=-320 and 1-15gm/cm2_ for 8-= 47° for an array-at sea-levef~

,(1018 gm/cm2)- (Watson A.A4), which also demands ati accurate m~_asurem~nts gf . 

angular direction. This might be a significant -effect" in the interpretation: of some . --

:experiments . --

Thus angular resolution- of an air shower array is a very important parameter to--~

.estimate. The- angular resolution of the NBU EAS telescope has been estimated by 

.the conventiotial'split array' method~ For this method ,_only those events are taken 
>, I ' . 

:where timing information of all the eight fast timing detectors are present. Here all 
. - - - . . . . 

·the-.detectors are devided into two sets,(lst four and remaining four) and from the 
- . 

two sets , two individual estimation of the arrival direction of the same event has 

been calculated. The frequency distribution . of difference in zenith angle and 

azimuth angle is shown in fig. 3.2f and 3.2g. If we fit this distribution to Gaussian 

distribution function. the width of the Gaussian distribution gives the uncertainity in · 

_ , measurements of corresponding para~etet. Since error in determining angular 

coordinates from the twp independent sub array added quadritically in the resulting 

distribution and there are twice as many detectors in the whole array . so the angular 

resolution of the -w:hole array will be l/21.5 times of the width of the distribution. 

The resolution ofth~ array in different angular co-ordinates is shown in Table-3. 
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Table-3 

Angular Co-ordinates Resolution from Expt. · 

Zenith Angle (1.15 ± 0.015)0 

Azimuth Angle (1.80 ± 0.024)0 

Table-3: Angular resolution of the NBU EAS telescope. · 

Resolution from 
Simulation 

(0.65 ± 0.024)0 

(1.65 ± 0.07)0 

From Table-3 it is seen that azimuthal resolution is not very good. This may be due 

to the small number of fast timing detectors.-

Resolution of arrival direction is also estimated by Monte Carlo Simulation method. 

Here particle arrival time at the different detectors are calculated for a particular 

direCtion. ·Assuming a curvature of the shower front; the ims spread of time of 

shower·part_icles, in the shower disk is imposed on· each simulated arrival time at the 

~ ·. 'different dete.ctors by. Linsley formula (Linsley J. 5) .. The -instrumental uncertainity..i~ 
. - - ~ 

also included. The arrival times are then fitted to the coriical shower .front with 

·proper weiglitage. Thus arrival directions are estimated .. The distribution of the 
- . ' - ~ - . 

differences between estima~ed direction and the particular .direction is shown in 

.fig.3~2h.and 3.2i. The angular resolution ·obtain.ed by the simulation method is also 

·shown in table-3: 

3.3. Sensitivity of the NBU EAS telescope : 
! . 

The sensitivity of the array telescope have been determined using the normal EAS. 

events due to. the charged primary cosmic ray nuclei which form the background 

for. the UHE directional showers. To observe the sensitivity of the EAS telescope, 
the detection efficiency and triggering probability at different Ne and s ·have to be 

determined. 

3.3 .1 Detection efficiency of the EAS telescope : 

The detection efficieny is defined by the fraction of showers that were detected .. The 

detection efficiency at any point of the array is measured by the following way. 

60 ··: 
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The an~ay is devided into annular rings around the array centre. For a particular 

shower .size and age , the shower core is randomly selected in a particular ring and 

the density expected at each detector is calculated using Hillas structure function ( 

equation 3.1 ). To these densities, the Poissonian and systematic errors are imposed. 

Using these fluctuations the selection criterion was applied and ch~cked whether the 

particular shower is selected or not. 500 showers were generated· in each annualar 

ring for a given initial size and age. The fraction of showers out of the total showers 

gives the efficiency for a particular annular ring. The. variation of detection 
efficiency with radial distance for different Ne and s are shown in fig. 3.3a, 3.3b, 

3.3c and 3.3d. 

3.3.2. Triggering probability and effective area of the EAS telescope: 

Calculation of average triggering probability is based upon the assumption that the 

number of cosmic ray particles that are detected in an instrument follow Poission 
.statistics and ,if this is so, then the detection probability Pi may be written as-

Pi= exp(- ~i-Si) L ( ~j.Si)J.l/J.L! .................... ; ........ (3.23) 

where ~i is the particle density on the ith detector calculated by Hillas function 

and Si is the area of that detector whose particle threshold is J.l. 

Since in the an_alysis process only those shower's are analysed whose cores fall 

within the array, the minimum number, 4 particles I m2 must be present at the 

farthest triggering detector (by imposed trigger condition) from the shower core. 

Therefore 

the PTObability of detection of particles less than 41m2 by the farthest triggering 

detector is-

Pi= L exp( -x) xl-l/fl! ...................... (3,24) 

where ~l. is the number of particles in the fatthest triggering detector for a particular 

shower. 

Hence. triggering probabilty ,for a particular shower size , of the array is given by 
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Wi = 1- Pi ........................ (3.25) 

The variation of triggering probability with shower sizes for core distance 20m , 
30m and 40m with different shower age is shown in fig. 3.3e, 3.3f and 3.3g_ Since 

triggering probabilty is 1 for the shower size greater than 2Xl o5 particles, effective 

area ofthe array is the total area of the array. 
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Chapter-4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The results of the present experiment are obtained by using the new data acquisition 

system (section 2.1 of chapter 2) of the NBU EAS telescope. The search for UHE 

discrete point sources is now the thrust of the investigation using NBU EAS 

telescope. At the'first phase of investigation in this direction, a set of 14,260 shower 

events were analysed during the period of January '95 to July '96 detected in the 

size range 2XI04 - 3Xl06 particles. Total observation time is -985 hours. The 

results presented are from those showers wP.ich have zenith angle :=:;; 60° and chi-

square per degree of freedom less than 5, because above x2=5,the observed data 

were not in good fit to the fitting function. For the same reason, showers with age 

parameter greater than 1.8 and less than 0.6 were also rejected. Percentage of 

shower events rejected due to different causes are shown in table- I. 

Table-1 

Sl. No. Cause of.rejecdon Rejected showers in percent 

1. Spurious coincidence (see option- I -0.1% 

& 3, section-3.1.1., chapter-3). 

2. Zenith .angle > 600. -5% 

3. - x2>5 -8% 

4. Shower age (s) <0.6 and s > 1.8 -10% 
r' ······································································································································· 

Table-1: Rejection of shower events in percent. 

For the observation of gamma ray sources, it is nece~sary to check the behaviour of 

the shower characteristics. If any syst~matic bias is involved in the measurement of 

shower parameters and angular directions, it will surely ret1ect on the general 

characteristics of the observed air shower. So, to make sure that there is no 



systematic errors, the general characteristics of air shower are described in two 

sections. In the first section-4.1, fundamental _properties of EAS are presented. In 

the second section-4.2, the results of the study carried out on shower age parameter, 

are presented. 

4.1 Fundamental properties ofEAS: 

4.1.1 Lateral distribution of electrons(LDE) in EAS : 

The lateral distribution of electrons (LDE) is important as a basic parameter of an 

EAS for the accurate detemiination of the total number of electrons in the shower i,e 
. . 

electron shower size CNe). 

If~: order to construct the average lateral distribution , all showers with zenith angle 
:::;; 600 are divided into groups with two harrow size bins (7-9)XI04 and (8-

lO)Xl05. Each shower size bin is then again subdivided into three zenith angle. bins 

(00-200), (200-400), ( 4.00-600) and for each subgroup, whole radial distance· is 

divided -into narrow intervals-. For a particular value of shower age(s), the average 

density and average radial distance at a given radial-distance interval was calculated 

by-

Li(r) = 1: Li(r)jln 

r = 1:q/n 

where n is the number of showers in that interval. The average shower size · for every 

shower size bin are then calculated. · 

The average lateral distribution of electrons so constructed for the two shower sizes 

with three different zenith angle bins along with the Hillas distribution function are 

shown in fig. 4.la, 4.lb and 4.lc. From the fig.4:la .. or 4.lb. or fig.4.lc., it is 

observed that the structure of the lateral distribution of electrons is independent for 
different shower sizes for a given zenith angle range. 

Again fig.4.1 d shows that the structure of tbe lateral distribution of electrons is 
independent for different zenith angle ranges for a given shower size. 
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A comparison of lateral distribution of electrons for the shower size bin (2-3)XI05 

with the experimental results of Catz (Catz Ph et ai.l) at the same observatio~ level 

is shown in fig.4.1 e. The result is in satisfactory agreement with the result of Catz 

4.1.2 Shower size distribution and shower age distribution : 

Shower size distribution: 

Distribution of shower size in the size range 2XI04-3XI06 detected by the NBU 

telescope is shown in fig.4.1f .. From the distribution it is seen that the shower size at 

the highest frequency is in the range (1-2)X105 particles. 

Shower age distribution: 

The shower 'age' (s) determined by the x2-minimisation ofHillas lateral distribution 

function · indicates quantitatively how peaked or how flat the lateral distribution of · 

·electron density is with respect to the shower axis direction. The distribution of age · 

parameter ofthe observed shower events is shown in fi.g.4.1g. The observed shower 

age distribution is found to be a Gaussian distribution with mean value 1.39 and 

standard deviation 0.19. At the.same observation. level and with primary particle 

energy> 5X1014 eV, experimental age distribution obtained by Haverah Park array 

( Idenden D.W.2) is also Gaussian with mean value 1.45. The present mean value of 

the age distribution is in aggrement with the theoretical estimation 1.33 ofFenyves 

(Fen yves J .3) for proton initiated showers with primary energy ~ 10 15 e V at the 

same observation level within the experimental uncertainties. 

From the shower age distribution, it is observed that--8 .6% of showers are detected 

with values of shower age in the range 0.6 :::;; s < 1. This is due to the developmental 

fluctuation ofEAS in the atmosphere. 

4.1.3. Angular distribution of observed EAS: 

Zenith angle distribution : 

The zenith angle distribution has been measured for many years , either deliberately 

to study the physics of shower development or to check the array performance. 

Zenith angle and azimuth angle of incident EAS are determined by the usual first 

.. -. 
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timing technique as described in the previous chapter. The errors of zenith angle 
measurements in the present experiment do not exceed 1.150 in an individual EAS. 

The zenith angle distribution in the interval·oo - 600 for the three shower size ranges 

( .4-9)XI04, 9Xl04- 2XI05, (2- 5)XI05 is shown in fig.4.lh, 4.li. and 4.1j. From 

the figures, it is clear that the number of events observed at a given zenith angle bin 

· first increases with zenith angle due to th~ increase in solid angle , reaches a peak 

around 180 and then falls at higher zenith angles, because at higher zenith angles the 

atmospheric absorption part (depending on t.sec8) dominates over the solid angle of 

acceptance part and as a result the number of events within a zenith angle bin falls. 

To remove the solid angle effect of zenith angle distribution, the frequency of 

events are divided by sinS. A least square fit to the Ln(Intensity) vs Ln( cos8)data 

-has been made and fit is shown in fig.4.lk, 4.11. and 4.lm. Result ofthe fit is 

. ' 

Ln(I) = 6.64 cos8 + 5.32 ; for the size range (4-9)XI04 

. Ln(I) = 7.45 cos8 + 5.94 ; for the size range 9XI04-2XI05 

LnO) = 8.77 cos8 + 5.43 ; for the size range (2-:-5)XI05 

From the fit, it is clear that , the value of the power index increases with the 

increase of shower size. · 

To check the cqnsistency of the zenith angle distribution for the· above three size 

ranges, frequency of events are divided by sinS and plotted against seeS as shown in 
fig 4.ln, 4.lo. and 4.lp. This gives almost linear relationship up to 8 =. 40° as-

Log (I)= -3.25.sec8 + 5.61 ; for the size range (4-9)XI04 

Log (I)= -3.35.sec8 + 5.96; for the size range 9XI04-2XI05 

Log (I)= -3.46.sec8 + 5.82; for the size range (2-5)XI05 

Here also the slope of the curves increases with the increase of shower size. In the 

same observation level and zenith angle range with different triggering thresholds, 
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values of the slope obtained by the Buckland Park array ( Ciampa D. et. el. 4) are 

bounded from -3.6 to -4.7. 

Barometric coefficient· from zenith angle distribution : 

The variation of the rate of showers of a given shower size with change of 

barometric pressure is known as barometric coefficient. It can be shown that the 

barometric coefficient, B, written as dlnR/dp [=dlnR/dt], where R is the shower rate 

' p is the atmospheric pressure and t is the atmospheric thickness in terms of 

atmospheric pressure , can be expressed by exponent of the zenith angle distribution 

and depth of observation. 

The differential density spectrum i,e, the number of showers whose densities lie 

within the range 1\ and 1\+M is found by experiment to be of the form (Galbraith . 
w.s). 

v(A)M = K.t\-Y-l.d~ . 

where y is the power index of the spectrum. 
and the differential shower size spectrum is 

(4.1)_ 

F(>N) dN = A.N-r-l.dN .............. (4.2) 

where A is a constant. 

Taking the average number of shower particles , N(t~E0) at a vertical depth tin the 

atmosphere arising from a primary of energy E0 as 

N(t,Eo) = B.E0 8 .............. (4.3) 

·where B is a constant and o is a slowly varying function ofE0 
' 

We have took the integral energy spectrum of primary particles as (Galbraith W.6) 
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I 

I( >E0 ) = K2.E0 -Y ................. (4.4) 

where y = 8y . 

. Let us consider a shower axis incident at a zenith angle 8 to the vertical at a vertical 

depth t. Then number of particles pt a depth oft' ( t.sec8) beyond the maximum , 
produced by a primary particle of energy E0 is taken to be of the form-

I 

N(t',E) = K1E0~e-A.t .................. (4.5) 

where 'A is attenuation coefficient of the showers. 

Therefore, 
I I . 

R(>N)8 = K2.(N.eAtfK1)-y/8 = K3 .N-Y.~-yA.t .............. (4.6) 

I 

dRIR = (-y'A) dt = d(lnR) ··~························-(4.7) 

Therefore, 
I . 

-d(lnR)/dt = y'A = IIA ·:···············(4.8) [A= absorption length] 
of the showers. 

From (4.6), 

Considering 8 small, sec8 ~ 1 +82/2 

. . J. 

R(>N)e = K3.N-Y.e-YAt.(l +8/2) 

= K 3 .N-Y.e-yA.t .e-yA.t872 

. . 2.-

R(>N)e = R(>N)0 .e-8 /2cr ....................... (4.9) 

where R(>N)0 = K3.N-Y.e-yA.t and cr2 = 1/y'At =A/t. 

Thus zenith angle distribution is a Gaussian with standard deviation cr. 

Again from cosine power form of the zenith angle distribution (section 1.2.4., 
chapter-1) we can write, 
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R(>N)e = R(>N)0 .cosne 

2-
. Expressing cosne ~ (1-82/2)11 = l-n82/2 = e-nS /2 

'l. 

R(>N)e = R(>N)0 .e-n8 /2 ............. ( 4.1 O) 

Therefore comparing equns: (4.9) & (4.10) we get, 

n = t/A ........................ (4.11) 

;·.Barometric coefficient, B ~ 1/A = (n/t).100% 

At _sea level, t ~ 76 em. ofHg. 

B = 1.32.n% cm.-lHg ............... (4.12) 

From this relation, barometric coefficient for the three shower size ranges ( 4- · 

9)X104, (9X104-2X105), (2"-5)X105 has been measured and shown in table~2. __ 

Measured values of barometric coefficient by Farley ( Galbraith W.7) and Hodson 

(Hodson L. 8)for different shower size are also shown in table-2. 

Table-2 
.............. · .......................................................................................................................... . 

6.5 X104 1.45 XI05 3.5 XI05 

Present Experiment 
B (cm.-lHg) 8.76% 9.83% 11.58% 

1XI04 3X104 3X105 

Farley 

B(cm.-lHg) 10.2% 11.1% 13.9% 

5X104 

Hodson 
B (cm.-lHg) 9.3% 

Table-:2. : Barometric coefficient for different shower sizes. 
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Thus measured barometric coefficient increases with the increase of shower size. 
This result is consistent with the result of Farley, -but discrepancy in the values are 

expected to be due to the fact that the exponents (n) of the zenith angle .~istribution 

are obtained from observations up to zenith angle 600. 

Inference: 

The measured barometric coefficient (~A) [equation 4.8] mcreases with the 

increase of shower size. Ass1,1ming attenuation coefficient (A) is constant, the 

measured bct,rometric coefficient increases, this indicates that, with the increase of 

primary energy, primary spectrum index (y) increases. 

Absorption length of EAS from zenith angle distribution: 

The absorption lengtl;l (A) of EAS in the atmosphere can be obtained from zenith 

angle distribution: 

From equation (v), the absorption length ofEAS is ofthe form-

A=t/n 

where tis the sea level atmospheric depth=~ 1000gm./cm2 and n is the power index . 

of zenith angle distribution obtained from the fig.4.lk, 4.11 and 4.lm for different" 

SIZeS. 

Table-3 

C4-9)Xl04 (2-5)Xl05 

Present Expt. 
·A (gm/cm2) 150 134 114 

(l-3)Xl05 3:Xl05-I06 

Asakimori et al. 
A (gm/cm2) 120±7 109±12 1-15± 15 

Table-3 Absorption length for different shower sizes.· 
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The absorption length for different shower sizes is shown in table-3 along with the 

result of Asakimori (Asakimori K.et aJ.9). The result is consistent with the result of 

Asakiniori in the size range (l-5)Xl05 obtained by a different method within the 

experimental uncertainties. 

Azimuthal angle distribution: 
Since the ultra high energy primary cosmic rays are highly isotropic, the azimuth 

angle distribution of cosmic ray air showers is expected to be uniform. The azimuth 

angle distribution of the observed showers is given in fig.4.1 q. The distribuiton is 

.consistent with the expectation. 

4.1.4 Shower size spectrum: 

Since the discovery of EAS , measurement of precise size spectrum has been one of 

the subjects of interest because of its direct dependence on the energy spectrum of 

primary cosmic radiation. In order to measure size spectrum, showers are taken 

within the. size range 8Xl o4 - 1.2Xl o6 particles with their cores falling within th~ 
array and zenith angle ~ 350. Here the integni:I intensity of the size spectrum of 

EAS was calculated by approximation-

where Uk and Vk are the expected and registered intensity of EAS , PkCNe,s) is the 

triggering probability as described in section 3.3.2 of chapter-3, and k is the interval 

, number. Flux is calculated by dividing the intensity by effective area (sec.3.3.2, 

chapter-3) and total observation time of the observed EAS. 

The integral size spectrum obtained in the above procedure is gi:ven in fig.4.lr. 

Clearly a 11 kink 11 i.e., 'sudden change of exponent of the spectrum of power law' is 

observed at the shower size ( 5-7)Xl o5. And the value of the exponent changes from 

( 1.41 ± 0.067) to (2.16 ± 0.19) before and after the ·' knee'· position. Thus the 

integral size spectrum of the observed EAS in the shower size range 8XI04 -

1.2Xl o6 particles can be represented by power law with the form-

I(>Ne) = (1.50 ± 0.048) X I0-6 X (Ne/105)(-1.41 ± 0.067) /m2.s.sr. 
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for 8 X I 04< N e < 5 X I o5 and 

I(>Ne) = (3.60 ± 0.003) X 10-6 X (Ne/105)(-2.16 ± 0-.19);m2.s.sr. 

Here difference between the two values of the ·power index ( 0. 7 5) is slightly higher 

than the value (~0.5) reported previously. This is expected to be due to the_ two 

facts, (i) triggering probability is above 90% for Ne > 2XI05 (see in fig.3.3f of 

chapter-3). Hence, here comes some error due to low triggering probability below 

this size. (ii) Again shower age below the size 1 oS particles is greater than the 

average value of the shower age for all showers. From the fig.3.3f of chapter-3 , it is 

clear that triggering probability is lower for larger shower age, as a result, some 

error comes in the_spectral index measurement. 

Table-4 shows the 'knee' of the shower size spectrum obtained by the different 

groups ( Catz . Ph. et all, Atraskevitch. G. V. et all 0, Ashton. F. et aill, Hara. T. et _ 

a112, Aglietta M. et all3 ~ Danilova E. V. et al14) at various altitudes. The table 

sho~s that the position of the 'knee' changes about two times of the present result in 

between the sea level and in the mountain altitude. 

Table-4 : Position of the 'knee' of integral shower size ·spectrum and 'knee' of the 

primary spectrum for different observation levels. 

Experiment 

Present experiment 

Catz. Ph. et al 

Table-4 

Observation level 'Knee' position 
CNe) 

Sea level (5-7)X105 

- Sea level l0Xl05 

Atraskevitch G.V. et al Sea level 4-5Xlos 

Ashton F. et al Sea level s-sx1os 

Hara T. eta! 900 m.a.s.l. 8-IOXlos 

·.:-
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'Knee' of the prim
ary spectrum( e V) 

(2.75-3.69)X1Ql5 

5.03 XIQ15 

(2.27-2.75)XIQ15 

(2.75-4.14)Xl0 15 

( 4.14-5.08)Xl 015 



Aglietta M. eta! 

Danilova E.V. eta! 

2000 m.a.s.l. 

3250 rrt.a.s.l. 

11XI05 5.46XJ015 

7-10XJ05 (3.69-5.03)XI015 

The results on variation of shower age(s) with shower size(Ne) fl·om the sea level 

EAS observations [Gerhardy P.R. et. aJ.15, Asakimori et al.(Tonwar S.c.16)] show 
that with the increase of s~ower size (Ne), the shower age (s) slowly decreases. 

Since a 'knee' exists in the primary cosmic ray energy spectrum, so the results on Ne 

~ s correlations and electron-photon cascade theory suggest that, for old showers (s 

> I), the 'knee' in the shower size spectrum should be in the region of small shower 
size (Ne). H~wever in the MAKET-ANI experiment (section 1.5, chapter- I), totally 

opposite behaviour was observed. This result is interesting ·because it is also 

unexplainable by the suggestions of idea of dominance of the heavier primaries 

around E ~ 1015 eV. This result from MAKET-ANI ·experiment is also m 

contradiction with the experimentai observation of Danilova (Danilov(l E.V. et. 
aL14). 

As. it is known, the electron ~ize at the maximum of shower development is one· of 

the best primary energy estimators, and hence the mean energy of the primary 

particle has been obtained with a maximum error of 10% ( which includes 

fluctuation in EAS development and the error in shower size measurement) from the 

energy scale established on the basis of hybrid Monte Carlo model ( Trzupek L.G. 

et. al. 17) for EAS at sea level as 

E0 = 3.03 X 1010 XNe0.87eV 

The 'knee' of the primary energy spectrun, using the above conversion 

formula,corresponding to the 'knee' of the shower size spectrum of the observed 

showers (along with the results of others) is also shown in table-4. From the table, it 

is seen that some of the 'knee'- energies of the primary spectrum are consistent with 
the 'knee' region at 3XI015ev reported by Simon P.S. (Simon P.S. et. ai.18). 

4.2 Study on shower 'age' .parameter: 
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The longitudinal development of cos1~1ic ray EAS is an essential fe.ature that reflects 

· the gross feature of particle interaction at high energies. The stage of development 

of an air shower is des.cribed by shower 'age' parameter (s). The showers that 

develop early in the atmosphere have on· the average larger 'age' than the late 

developing showers of ~qual primary energy. Discriminating of gamma ray initiated 

showers from-the large background of charged cosmic ray initiated showers based 

on shower age has been used in sever at observations (Samorski and Stamm 19, 

Protheroe et al20) on the assumption that for same shower size , . photon initiated 

showers are older. But the Monte Carlo simulation results (Fenyves J.3, Hillas 

A.M.21) show that in 'age', the gamma ray induced showers are not. older than that 

of the normal showers, though in several observations it is found _that the excess 

showers from the direction of discrete point sources are characterised by high 'age' 

~alue (Samorski and Stamm19, Tonwar S.c.22). 

The results of the present study on variation of shower 'age' on shower size and 

zenith angle are given in section 4.2.1. and 4.2.2. 

4.2.1. Variation of shower 'age' with shower size: 

Distribution of the shower 'age' parameter (s) determined by the fitting of observed 

shower data to the ldf of Hi~as in the range 0.6 < s < 1.8 for the shower size bins 

6.3X1Q4- 1XI05 , 2.5X105 - 4XI05 , 4X105 - 6.3XI.05 and 6.3X105 - IXI06 is 

shown in fig.4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2c and 4.2d. From the di~tributions, it is observed that the 

spread of the distribution becomes narrower with the increase of shower size. 

Similar trend in the shower age distribution was obtained by the Kobe group 

(Asakimori K. et at.23) and also by the.Akeno group (Nagano M. et at.24). The 

relative variance of'age' parameter (cr5/s) with shower size is shown in fig.4.2e. 

The variation of average shower age(s) with the average shower size CNe) for the 

observed shower events along with the experimental results of Buckland Park array 

(Gerhardy et. al. 15) and Kobe.group (Tonwar s.c.16) is.shown in fig.4.2f. All the 
. results show, that the average age parameter (s) decreases with the increase of 

shower size at sea level. Present experimental result shows that the variation is 

within 15% w.r.t. the mean value, but in the case ofBuckland Park and Kobe group, 

this variation is -21%. Thus present experimental variation of shower age is less 

than the others. Error bars on tew points are also shown in the tigure. 
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4.2.2. Zenith angle dependence on shower 'age' : 

In some of the recent EAS observations, the showers from point sources were 

observed at large angles during most of the observation time due to high angle of 

transit of the sources at the arrays. For example, Cygnus X-3 is observed at Kiel at 

zenith angle about 140, the same source is observed at Ooty at zenith angle nearly 

260 at the transit Though in the search for evidence for UHE emission the source 

and the background events are collected during the same time in the same zenith 

angle intervals still there is a remote possibility ( because· of small statistics) that the 

source events had higher zenith angle than the background events. And with the 

increase of zenith angle ' the atmospheric thickness increases, so showers with high 

zenith angles are expected to have high shower 'age' value. To understand the 

problem, dependence of shower 'age' on zenith angle in the range oo - 550 is 

examined. 
The variation of mean shower 'age' (s) with zenith angle is shown in fig.4.2g. The. 

variation ofs with zenith angle (8) is found slow and up .to zenith angle 30° the 

· shower 'age' is practically found to be independent of zenith ·angle. The variation of 
mean shower age with zenith angle for three shower size ranges, (5-8)XI04, 

(9XI04-1.5XI05), (l.5XI05-5XI05) are shown in fig.4.2h, 4.2i and 4.2j. The 

observed variation can be expressed by the relation 

s = A .sece + s0 · 

where the values ofs0 and A for different shower size range are given in table-5. 

The development of the electron - photon cascade is approximately described by the 
equations ( Greisen K. 25) 

s = 3t I ( t + 2.W) ................... (4.13) . . 

and Ne = ( 0.311 w0.5)_ exp.[ t(l- 1.5. 1n(s))] .......... (4.14) 

where W = ln.( E/£0) and t is the atmospheric depth in radiation length. Using 
. . 

equns. (4.13), (4.14) and expressing the variation ofs with zenith angle for three 
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different shower size ranges through the relation as given in equation ( 4.13 ), the 
values of s0 and A for different Ne are also given in table-S. 

Table-S : Comparison of the observed variation of age parameter with zenith angle 

with the cascade theory for three different shower sizes. 

Table-5 

-----------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------

6.5XIo4 1.2XIOS 3.3Xl05 

1.19 LIS 1.04 

Observed 

A 0.24 0.27 0.30. 

1.24 1.20 1.09 

Theory 

A 0.26 0.28 0.32 

From the figs.(fig.4.2h, 4.2i, 4.2j) it is seen that as sece increases , shower age also 

increases.Thus with the increase of atmospheric depth· (t.sec8), shower age 

increases. This result shows that the observed variation is in accordance with the 

electron-photon cascade theory. 

4.2.3. Local age parameter (LAP)·: 

At the level of observation of showers, the electron density distribution showing a 
fit to an effective age (s) parameter results from the superposition of a number of 

local young and old photon-electron cascades having individual local age parameter 

[s(r)]: s(r) has been defined in the following way. 



Using Hillas structure function and assuming that the normalisation constant does 
not vary much -between two neighbouring radial points q, ~j, Sij(r) is obtained 

(Sanyal S. et aJ.26) as-

Sij(r) =In (Fij. Xij2.07_ Yip.39) I 1.54.lnXij ............ (4.15) 

where Fij = f(ri) I f(rj) , Xij = ri I r.i , Yij = (1 +Xi) I (1 + Xj) with Xi= qlro (ro = 

Moliere unit of length) and f(r) = Hillas function 

if q --71] , Sij --7 s(r) where r = (rj+rj)12 

Substituting the me~sured electron de:flsities of the showers in the size range 1 o6 -

1 o6.2 particles at the radial_ points q and rj in the above equation , LAP at the 

different radial distances is obtained. Fig.4.2k shows the variation of LAP with 

radial distanc~s in the present experiment along with the experimental result of 

Akeno group ( Hara T. et at27) and the simulation result of Capdevielle ( 

Capdevielle and Gawin28). It is seen from the experimental results that the LAP 

decreases as· core distance increases and reaches minimum around at 32m beyond 

which it increases again. This variation is similar to that observed in the Akeno 

experiment. 

A general behaviour ofs(r) is found to be ofthe form-

s(r) = a~2 + ~~ +y .......... : .............. , ........... (4.16) 

where ~ = ln(rlro) and a , ~ ,_'Yare the polynomial coefficients. 

There is an agreement with the trend of results of Akeno group and Capdevielle. 

Ta,ble-6 shows the values of the polynomial coefficients of equation (4.16) 

determined for the present experiment, Akeno experiment and the simulation 

results of Capdevielle. The present values of the coefficients are satisfactory 

agreement with the others. 

Value ofthe 
coeftkients 

Present Expt. 
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a 0.099 0.086 0.068 

0.135 0.229 0.153 

y 1.120 1.192 1.053. 

Table-6: Values of the polynomial coefficients. 

Thus from the experiment it is observed that , the difference between the local age 
param~ter (or lateral age) at the minimum and the observed mean age (longitudinal 
age) is 0.35. 

lUi · · 
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Chapter-S 

STUDY OF LOW AND HIGH ENERGY MUONS IN EAS 

5.1. Experiment: 

In the experiment on simultaneous observation of low and high energy muons; the 

air shower array set up used is shown in fig.5 .l a. The set up has been designed to 
. . 

detect small and medium size air showers with a close-packed array (of spacing 
8m.) using an array of 35. scintillation detectors each of size 50cm.X50cm.X5cm., 

two shielded muon magnet spectrographs (with a spacing of 4m, maximum 

detectable momentum (MDM) ~500GeV.c-1, each of area lmXlm; and cut-off at an 

energy of 2.5GeV.) and a neon flash tube (NFT) chamber as a low energy muon 

detector. Two speGtrographs each with a lever arm of 6.3m. w~re set up pointing to 

the. zenith to collect muons above _2.5Ge V in incident vertical air showers. The array 

of 35 close:.. packed plastic scintillation detectors covers an area of~ 12.QO) m2 at the 
. - . 

NBUcampus. · 

' . 
For tlie ·detection of muons, a· telescopic arrangement of sCintillation detectors is 

used. Each magnet spectrograph qnit is placed in between ·scintillation detectors to 

select the vertical muons passmg through it. A two fold coincidence pulse is 

generated when a muon is passes through the 'telescope. If this coincidence pulse 

occurs ·in coincidence with the air shower trigger, a high voltage pulse of about 

4.5KV/cm.ofrise time 0.75ms is applied to the electrodes ofthe·neon flash tubes. · 

Four cameras are used for recording the muon trajectory from. the flashes of the 

neon tubes. 

5.2. Muon_ data analysis: 

5.2.1. Estimation of muon momentum: 

A schematic diagram of the magnet spectrograph, which is used to detect muons in 

EAS along with the particle trajectory is shown in tig5.2a. The observed muon 
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momentum is measured from the deflection in the magne~ic field of the spectrogrph 

as follows. 

Let us consider a muon of momentum P and charge e moving transversely through a 

magnetic field of induction B is related to the radius of curvature p of its path given 

by 

P = 300.B.p (eV/c) ................... (5.1) 

where B is in Gauss and p is in em. 

If dl be the length of the element of path traversed by the particle normal to the field 

and d<j> be the deflection of the muon due to magnetic field, then 

p = dlld<j>' ....................... .' ............. (5.2) 

Neglecting energy loss in the material of the magnet, the momentum of the muon. 

can be written as 

-P = (300.J B.dl)/<j>. (eV/c) ............. (5.3) 

where B is in Gauss, I is in em. and <P Is in radian. 

The deflection in the magnetic field is calculated from the four measured 
coordinates along the length of the trajectory. In the fig.5.2a, FT 1, FT2, FT3 _and 

FT 4 are four neon flash tube trays which determine the muon trajectory. The 

reference line ACEG is at a distance a0 , b0 , c0 and d0 from the four flash tube trays 

respectively. -CL is the central line of the- spectrograph and the effective lenght of 
the magnet is 2L, where 2L = 106.3cm. x1,x2 are the distance of the trays as shown 

in the fig.5.2a, where x1 = 31.85cm., x2 = 85cm., L+x1 = x2 = 85cm. 

If a perpendicular is drawn from H' on EF' , we get from the geometry of the particle 
trajectory 

Now,· 
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[GH + HH'- (EF + FF')]I(FT3.FT 4) = (CD-AB)I(FT1.FT3) ...... (5.3y 

and 

HH' = !J> (L + XJ + X2), FF' = !J> (L + XJ) 

since !j> is the deflection at the c~ntral place of tpe magnet M. Hence 

Therefore from equation 5 .3i we get 

<j> = [ { (b + b0 ) - (a +a0 )} + { ( c + c0 ) - ( d + d0 ) }.] I x2 

or, <j> =(~~ + ~m) I x2 =A I x2 ................... (5.4) 

where, ~0 = (b0 - a0 ) + ( c0 - d0 ) = geometrical constant of the magnetic 

spectrograph , ~m = (h-a) + ( c-d) = geometrical constant due to magnetic 

deflection and~= ~0 + ~m-

From equation (5.2) and (5.4), we have 

P = 300.f B.dl I <j> 

= 300.B.2L I (Nx2) 

= 300B X 2L X x2 I~ = Cl~ (eVIc) 

where C = 3008 X 2L X x2. 

For the NBU magnetic spectrograph, 



B = 1.62XI04 G. 2L = 106.3 em., x2 = 85 em. 

Therefore, C = 300 X 1.62 X104 X 106.3 X 85/1.999 (eV/c) (t.s.) 

and P = 21.96/ ~ (GeV/c) .................... (5.5) 

where~ is in tube seperation (t.s.) unit [ I t.s. = (1.999 + 0.0002)cm.]. 

Thus the momentum can be calculated from equation ( 5 .5) by measuring the 

quantity~-

5.2.2. Estimation of muon density: 

The average muon density in near vertical showers as a function of the radial 

coordinate from the shower core was estimated for each of various shower groups in 

the shower size range 1 Q4 - 1 o6 particles using the average density defined as 

where Nil (~Ell, Ne, r) is the total number of muons recorded in particular distance 

interval (r) for a particular shower size CNe) in a certain period of time above a 

threshold energy (:;~Ell), N1 (Ne, r) represents the total number of showers of size Ne 

at the distance interval recorded at the same time and A' is the effective area of the 

muon detectors. 

In a particular shower group, the muons are devided into groups in terms of chosen 
threshold energies (indicateid as ~Ell) and then each group is distributed into a 

I 

number of bins in respect o~· radial distances from the shower core to determine the 

average muon density as a flbnction of radial distance and threshold energy. 
~ ;; . 

~~' 5.3. Results: 

I 

The results of the analy~ is have been incorporated in a paper ( accepted in IL 
j 

NUOVO CIMENTO, dat;! of acceptance Oct.2,l997, Ref. no.7106 NCC), entitled" 

An experimental study :,1 of primary cosmic rays at the knee energy region by 
observation ofExtens~vj; Air Showers (EAS) ",which is presented below ... 

t 
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An experimental study of Primary· Cosmic Rays at the knee energy region by observation of Extensive Air 
Showers (EAS) 

G. Saha , A. Bhadra , C. Chakrabarti , S.K. Sarkar and N. Chaudhuri 

High Energy and Cosmic Ray Centre , North Bengal. University , Darjeeling 734430 , India 

Abstract 

The simultaneous measurements have been made of the radial ( lateral )· ele.ctron density 
distribution and the radial muon density distribution at various measured muon energies in the range 2.5-
100 GeV in vertically incident EAS in the size range 3.15x104-1.79x1o6 (primary energy range 2.4x1o14-
8.3x1o15 eV) particles detected near sea-leVel. The characteristics of these radial distributions in terms 
of the measured shower parameters have been determined and used to . draw conclusion about the 
average nuclear mass of the primaries of these EAS. 

1. Introduction 

It is well established that the Primary Cosmic Ray energy spectrum steepens in the energy range 
1014- 1016 eV known as the knee energy region .The spectrum steepening is thought to be due to · 
mechanisms related to acceleration and propagation of Primary Cosmic Rays (PCR)" An Extensive Air 
Shower experiment at primary energy in the knee energy region in which the energy spectrum and lateral 
distribution of muons can be measured accurately over a wide range can indicate the trend of average 

· behaviour of PCR mass ~t the knee region . In an EAS of size (Ne) 1 o4 - 1 o6 particles at sea - level total · 
number of muons and muon lateral distribution ,if the primary is a heavy n~leus , will be different from 
those in a primary proton initiated shower and the difference can be detected from the data of a properly 
set-up experiment . In the present paper the results of an air shower experiment covering the. knee 
energy region will be described· . This· experiment with the provision for differential measuremen~ of both 
low and high energy muons simultaneously by two shielded magnet spectrographs has yielded both muon 
energy spectrum and radial density distributions at various muon energies. The properties of these 
distributions have been analysed to infer the trend of average PCR mass composition at the knee region. 

2. North Bengal University (N.B.U} air shower experiment 

The North Bengal University EAS array for observation of air showers has been developed in 
stages since 1980 ( Basak et al [1] ). The set-up has been designed to detect small and medium size air 
showers with a close -packed array (of spacing 8m) using an array of 35 scintillation detectors each of 
size 50 em x 50 em, two shielded muon magnet spectrographs (with a spacing of 4m, maximum 



detectable momentum (MOM) 500 GeV c-1, each of area 1m x 1m and cut off at an energy of 2.5 GeV) 
and a nuon flash tube (NFn chamber as a low energy muon detector. Two spectrographs each with a 
lever arm of 6.3m were set up pointing to the zenith to collect muons above 2.5 GeV in incident vertical air 
showers. With such a close-packed array , the determination of shower size and other shower parameters 
has been more precise. · 

2·1. EAS detector array characteristics 

The array of 35 close-packed plastic scintillation detectors ( Fig.1) has been operating at a site 
of atmospheric depth ... 10oo·gcm-2 at the N.B.U campus. The response measured in terms of the relative 
light output of plastic scintillator (manufactured by Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India) for incident 
EAS electrons is - 100% and the relative efficiency in terms of single particle pulse height is nearly 
uniform from centre to edge of each plastic scintillation detector. The pulses from all the 35. scintillation 
detectors are ~igitized by an analog to digital converter one after the other and connected to the memory 
unit for storing the digital information and subsequent transfer to the printer for printing on a paper tape. 
The printed outputs give the information about the particle densities on each detector in an individual 
shower. 

The efficiency of det~cting showers of different Ne and age(s) within the sensttive detecting 

area of -..1200 m2 and the average triggering probability of the array for showers falling within 150 of the 
· zenith are shown in figs. 2,3,4,5 and 6. 

Two magnetic spectro~raphs and the NFT chamber were operated under an EAS 
trigger which was also used for the photographic recording of muon trajectories within a track location 
uncertainty of± 0.14 em. 

The selection criteria for shower detection consists of the following steps: 

(1) Showe~ is recorded by the detecting system if the registered electron .density in any four adjacent 
· . detectors of the 8 central triggering detectors is greater than 4 particles/m2 . 

(2) The electron densities at 19 points are registered simultaneously with the phptographic recording of 
the trajectories of muons by the two spectrographs at four points in individual shower. 

(3) For each recorded shower ,the core location , the shower size and the photon electron cascade age 
(s) of the EAS are determined by fitting the registered electron densities with the following formula for the 
electron density b.(r) 
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...................... (1) 

where f(_r/r1, s):: c(s) ( r/r1)a1+a2(s-1) (1+r/~1)b1+b2(s-1) 
c(s) is the normalisation constant , r1:: 24 m (Moliere unit of displacement at sea-level) and 

a1,a2,b1,b2 are constants . Some example.-6 of average radial electron density distributions at Ne:: 

1.09x1o5- 1.79x1o6 particles together with the graphs of fitting function are shown in Fig.7. The shower 
size recorded by the array is 3.15x104- 1.79x106 particles. 

3. Analysis and error estimation . 

A standard r..2 - minimization procedure based on the method of steep_est descent has been · 
. used to determine the air shower parameters and to simulate the errors in the air shower parameters. 

The errors in the determination of EAS parameters have been evaluated through th~ _ 
standard procedure of artificial shower analysis. A shower of known parameters is allowed to be incident · 
at any point on the array selected at random and particle density in each detector is calculated according 
to the chosen lateral distribution function. To reproduce the experimental condHions, the statistical 
fluctuations in the number of particl~.s in each detector and the· systemetic errors in the conversion of 
puls·e height into particle densHy are superposed on each density.For -a set of densHies for each 

shower,r..2- minimization procedure is applied to estimate the shower parameters . The estimated shower 
parameters give the deviations from the actual ones used for an artificial shower and lead to the following 
error estimates : 

(1) M = 2.40m 
flY:: 2.77m 

(2) flNeiNe = 9.61% 

(3) D.S = .13 

Some histograms for the deviations of the parameters are shown in Fig. 8. 

4. Results on' near vertical showers' 
4·1. Determination of shower age (s) and energy of the shower. 

Using all the registered electron densHies in a shower event the best fitted valu_e of the 
shower age(s) was determined by the method of least square. For. each shower of fixed size and age (s) 
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·' 

the .mean energy of the primary particle (proton) was obtained with a maximum error of 10% (which 
includes fluctuation in EAS development and the error in shower size measurement ) from the energy 
scale established on· the basis of hybrid Monte Carlo model (Trzupek et al [2]) for EAS at sea-level as 
given by 

Eo (eV) = 3.03x1Q10xNe0.87 ... ; ............. ; ................... (2) 

4·2. Measurement of muon density 

The average muon density in a shower as a function of the radial distance from the 
shower core was estimated for each of the various shower groups in the shower size range 
3 .15x1 o4 - 1. 79x1 Q6 particles using the average density defined as 

p~( ;::E~,Ne(s),r) =Nfl(~E~,Ne(s),r) 1 N1(Ne(s),r) A/ ......... (3) 
Wh~re Nfl( ~ E~Ne(s),r)is the total number of muons recorded in a particular distance r for a 
particular shower size Ne in a certain period of time above a threshold energy (~Ew, N1(Ne(s),r) 
represents the total number of showers of size Ne(s) at the same distance interval recorded at 
the same time and A is the effective area of the mljon detectors . 

In a particular shower-size group the muons are dMded into groups on the basis 
of specified threshold energies ( indicated as ~ E~) and then each group is distributed into a number of 
bins in respect of radial distanc.es from the shower core to determine the average muon density as a 
function of radial distance and threshold energy . 

. Some results on muon energy spectra and lateral distributions are given in 
Figs:. 9 and 1 0 . 

4·3. The dependence of muon density on shower size and· radial distance 

The variation of muon density-at fixed radial distances has been studied as a function of . 
shoWer size at various muon threshold energies by assuming a dependence of the form given by 

The .fd to the observed data has yielded the results shown. in Figs. 11,12 and 13.H is seen that at a fixed 
muo~ threshold energy ~ decreases slowly with radial distance for all shower sizes in the range 3 .15x1 o4 
- 1 . 79x1 as particles and the trend of variati'on of ~ with radial distance is similar for all muon 
threshold energies . All these res~lts together seem to indicate that the muon distribution function does. 
not change with primary en-ergy . The values of the exponent(~) obtained by fitting the observed data are 
given in table 1. 
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Table 1. Values of the exponent 13 at different distance ranges for various muon energies 

Muon Energy (GeV) Value of f3 (for r=8-12m) Value of f3 (for r=30-40m) 
. . ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.5 
10 
50 

0.692±0.009 
0.699±0.01 0 
0.661 ±0.011 

0.653±0.0.12 
0.655±0.013 
0.587±0.021 

The measured lateral distribution of muons in showers of various sizes are fitted to a relation of the 
form · 

PJ.L (~Ef.llriNe) - r -a.( ~Ef.l) .............................. (5) 

A plot of this function for Ne = 4.48x1 Q5 and EJ.l~2.5 GeV is shown in fig. 14 as an example . The 

value of a. derived from this plot is 0.647.The least-square fitted line obtained from the plot of log pJ.l 

vs. log rat fixed Ne and EJ.l gives the value of a.. To determine such values of.a. the shower cores 

except for the last radial bin (as for an example f=34.1 m shown in fig.14) were taken inside the 
edges of the array where the efficiency of the array is large . For the last radial bin I which is also 
close to the array·boundary I obviously the error of rand Ne are comparatively large but the overall 

effect of these errors on determination of a. is small .The mean values of a. with r.m.s errors for EJ.l 

· ~2.5 GeV are given in table 2. · 

Values of a. from the fit of the data for Ef.l~ 2.5 GeV are shown as a function of Ne in Fig. 15. The 

trend of a. vs E0 curve shows that a. is a function of energy upto 4.6x1 Q15 eV and becomes constant 

at higher energies. The lateral muon density distribution in a .shower initiated by a heavy primary is 
flatter compared to the corresponding one initiated by a lighter primary at the same energy . In other 
wards for a lighter primary composition it is expected to have steeper muon lateral distribution and 
hence a large value of a. .Therefore the variation of a. with E0 as shown in fig.15 possibly·indicates 

that the effective primary mass is decreasing with energy increasing from 4.3x1 Q14 eV to arou"nd 
4.6x1Q15eV 

Table 2. Values of the exponent CJ. for various shower sizes at muon threshold energy (~~ 2.5 GeV 

Shower size a.±da. 

5.97x1Q4 I 0.553±0.009 
1.09x105 I 0.578±0.010 
2.21x105 I 0.606±0.012 
4.48x105 I 0.647±0.014 
9.02x105 I 0.661 ±0.016 
1.79x106 I 0.662±0.016 
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5. Discussion 

. The method used in the present analysis consists of examining the accurately measured 
muori densities as a Junction of shower size and the muon lateral distribution ( for various muon 
threshold energies) as a function of shower size .The analysis also includes the results of an 
estimation of errors to the EAS pa'rameters . The primary energy of an EAS event is not possible to 
be determined precisely from the observed particle density distribution due to the presence of 
fluctuations in an EAS development .However the mean primary energy. range ( 2.4x1 014-8.3x1 015 
eV) concerned in the present experiment was determined by comparing the observed vertical 
shower size with the results of hybrid Monte Carlo model for proton primary at sea-level covering 
this primary energy range. Some representative examples of measured m~on energy spectra and 
radial distributions are presented in Figs. 9 and 1 0 to show that these provide a_ firm experimental 
base for comparing with different models of EAS. An analysis of these results given in section 4.3 
leads to the following conclusion : 

The radial muon density distribution at low and high muon energies does not 
change with the primary energy 

For low energy muons radial muon density distribution steepens in the primary 
energy range 4.3x1014- 4.6x1015 eV with radial distance (r) indicating that the effective primary 
mass decreasing between 4.3x1 014 - 4.6x1 015 ev·. · 

Y.Kawamura et al [3] and M.lchimura et al [4] have derived similar 
conclusion about primary mass in the knee energy region from direct observations _from their new 
emulsion chamber experiments . From a11 analysis of low energy EAS muons Blake et al [5] 
reported similar trend ·tor average primary mass in the primary energy region 6.0x1 014.- 5x1 015 eV. 

. This work is being c,ontinued to improve statistics on this aspect 
of study using muon lateral distributions at different energies of muons in. EAS. The existing array is 
being expanded to operate at larger shower sizes so that the present method of analysis can be 
applied under better accuracies on the determination of EAS parameters. . ' 
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Figure captions 

Fig.1. A diagram of N.B.U air shoWer array set-up 
Fig.2. The efficiency of detection of the array as a function of distance from the centre. of the array for 

s= 1.2 and Ne = 8x1o4 

Fig.3. Same as in Fig.2 but for Ne= 105 

Fig.4. Same as in Fig.2 but for Ne·= 5x1Q5 

Fig.5. Same as in Fig.2 but for Ne= 106 
Fig.6. The average triggering probability for the array of detectors as a function of shower 

size for core distances at 20m,30m and 40m 
Fig .7. Plots of lateral electron density distribution at shower size 1.09x1 o5-1. 79x1 o6 with 

shower age (s) = 1.2 
Fig.B. Error distribution in core l9cation ,shower size and age parameter. 
Fig.9.. Variation of muon density with muon energy at various radial distances. 
Fig.1 0. Lateral muon density distribution at the thr~shold energy of 2.5 GeV for showers of 

size range 5.97x1o4- 9.02x105 of s =1.2 
Fig.11. Variation of muon density at radial distance ranges 8-12m and 30-40m with shower size· 

at muon threshold (;£w energy 2.5 GeV 
Fig.12. Same as in Fig.11 but for muon threshold (~E~ energy 10 GeV 

Fig .13 ·~ Same as in Fig .11 but for muon threshold (:;£ w energy 50 Gev 

Fig.14. Variation of muon density with radial distance for Ne=4.48x1o5 

Fig."15. Variation of o; with shower size (Ne) at the muon threshold (~E~ energy 2.5 GeV 
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Chapter-6 

SUMMARY 

The NBU EAS array has been operated in two different layout for the work 

described in the thesis. In the array layout that existed up to 1994, the direct 

measurement of the energy spectrum and lateral distribution of muons in the 

showers of size range (3.15xi04- 1.79xJ06) particles were made. It has been shown 

from the analysis of such muon dat~ ("part-B", chapter-5) that, 

The etTective primary cosmic ray mass decreases in the 'knee' energy regton 
between 3.4xi014eV. and 4.6xl016eV. 

A new electronic system (section-2.1, chapter-2) developed to operate the new 

array layout as an EAS telescope for primary cosmic gamma ray search, ·is 

described in "part-A" (chapter-2, 3 & 4). The electronic system has improved 

stability and instrumental accuracy (section-L7, chapter-2). The telescope has been 

operated at a site near sea level (altitude-1000 gm/cm2, latitude 26°42'N, longitude 

88021'E) and its characteristics have been determined (section-3.2 & 3.3, chapter-3). 

Tw·o muon magnetic spectrographs set up within the array area have been in 

operation for detection of muons above 2.5Ge V in the· showers of size range 2X I04 

- 3X1 o6 particles. 

The analysis so far of 14,260 showers is presented in the thesis. The main results 

and the facts found are the following-

(i) The lateral structure of showers in the size range 7xl o4 -lxl o6 particles IS 

independent of shower size for , any zenith angle between oo- 600 and also 

independent of zenith angle for any size in the specified range (section-4.1.1, 

chapter-4 ). 

(ii) 3.6 % of showers detected at sea level have been found to be young showers 
with the age parameter in the range 0.6 < s < 1 (section-4.1.2, chapter-4 ). 



(iii) The age distribution of showers in the size range 2x1 04-3x1 o6 particles is 

Gaussian with the mean value of age 1.39 (section-4.1.2, chapter-4). 

The width of the shower age distribution for different shower size _groups 
decreases with the increase of shower size (section-4.2.1, chapter-4 ). 

(iv) The average age of each of shower groups decreases slowly with increasing 

average shower size, the variation remaining within 15% (section-4.2.1, chapter-4). 

(v) The variation of the age parameter of showers with zenith angle is found to be 

slow and is in accordance with the photon-electron cascade theory (section-4.2.2, 

chapter-4). · 

(vi) The local age (or lateral age) of a shower is minimum at around 32m from the 

shower core and the difference between the lateral age at the minimum and the 

observed (longitudinal) mean shower age is 0.35 (section-4.2.3, chapter-4). 

_(vii) The zenith angle distributions of showers in the size range 4xl04 - 5xl05 

particles observed in the angular range 00-60° fit to a cosine power law with th~ 

power index increasing with shower size (section-4.1.3, chapter-4). 

(viii) The barometric coefficient derived from the zenith angle distribution increases 

with increasing shower size, indicating increase of primary spectral index with 

energy (section-4.1.3, chapter-4). 

(ix) The absorption length of EAS dedved from power index of zenith angle 

distribution of showers shows a slow variation with shower size in the range 4xl o4 -

5xl05 particles (section 4.1.3, chapter-4). 

(x) The integral size spectrum ofEAS of size range 8xi04- 1.2xl06 particles shows 

a 'knee' in the region (5-7)xl os particles with the value of spectral index changing 
from (1.41 ± (L07) to (2.16 ± 0.19) (section-4.1.4, chapter-4). 

(xi) The observed feature of'knee' of the primary spectrum appears to correspond to 

the 'knee' of the size spectrum observed in the present experiment (section-4.1.4, 

chapter-4). 
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HE.6.1.8 

A ~W DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR Tlffi NBU EAS 
.ARRAY. 

C.Chakrabarti,A.Bhadra,S.K.Sarkai" and N.Chaudhuri . . 
High Energy and Cosmic Ray Research Centre, University of North Bengal,Dist Daljeeling, INDIA 
734430. 

ABSTRACT: 
A new data acquisition system developed for detection of Extensive Air Shower (EAS) ~ents is 
described and the characteristics of the 'system relating to particle density . measurement and particle 
anival time' measurement are presented. · · 

Introduction: 
The NBU ~Extensive Air Shower (EAS) array has been operating since 1980. Sin~ the original 
construction of the array, a nwnber of modifications and imprOvements have been made. The array 
currently consists of 24 scintillation detectors for the measurement of particle density of EAS at various 
points , 8 fast tiining detectors for detennination of the arrival direction of eadt shower event an:d two 
muon magnetic spectrographs for the study of muon component ofEAS. One of the main purpose of the 

·.array is to search for discrete point sources ofulti:a high energy ~rttic Rays. For this a large air shower 
statistics is required which demands lowering Of the shower size threshold of the array and. small dead · 
time of the ~ta acquisition system. Moreover in a nurttber of EAS obscrvatioris it haS been found that 
occasionally EAS are coming within short time .interval (few ms.) ( Klebesadel R.W. ct. al.,l973,Smith. 
G.R. et. a\.,1~83, Hillas A.M.,l984} having similarity with .. low_ energy gatilma ray burst. To observe 
such phenomena ,each ·shower ·event. need to be recorded Within few J.lS. Considering these aspects , a 
new data acquisition system for th~ NBU EAs· array has been developed. In the original data acquiJition. · 
system' of the NBU EAS array (Basak D.K. et. al., 1984 ) a 32 clwinel multiplexed ADC was used to 
digitiSed .the analog puls~ carrying the itlfol'lrtation of charged particle- de,nsity in EAS~ In the present 
system analog putse· heights are digitised simultaneously for all the 32 cltanitels and these digitised density 
data and particle ·anival time data are au,tomatically recorded in an external 32 k-byte memory and 
subsequently· stored in the Computer hard disk. In this paper the recording System , calibration 9f the 
read out system and instiUmeiital errors are briefly described. · · 

Recording System: . 
Fig-1 shows . the schematic block diagram of the NBU EAS array data recording system. In the 
present form of the· recording system , fast timing detector pulses are discriminated through a Lecroy 
discriminator. Discriminated output converted to T1L through Level adapter of Lecroy for coincidence. 
Out of eight fast ·timing detector we used three fixed and another one from remaining iive for 
coincidence _pulse generation. . . 
The Particle Density Detector(PDD) pulses are amplified by an 'OPAMP' of gam 10 and the output is 
discriminated through a oomparator to provide for a switching of time 4J.lS. These pulses arc also fed to a 
Sample and·Hold (SIH) circuit A hold pulse is generated from coincidence circuit If a coincidence pulse 
comes within that 4J.l8, the hold capacitor is isolated from discharging for a time of 150J,ls. The output 
pulses of S/II are connected to the input of the Analog to D®,tal. Converter(ADC) to scan the pulse 
.heights. All the PDD channel scan these pulses simultaneously . The niaximum time required to complete 
the scanning is.IOO J.lS. There is a FET switch in each input of the S/H to disconnect theinput clwmels 
from the SIH unit until the completion of total process. When a coincidence pUlse is generated, a pul~e of 



width 150).18 is fed to the ADC-Hold and a 1 J..l8 delayed pulse of width 150 nano second is generated in 
the coincidence circuit for the digital conversion of input analog pulse. We used a real time clock to get 
the shower arrival.time and the date of Individual shower. 
Time to Digital Conversion (TDC) of fast timing detector pulse startS through a common start pulse of 
Lecroy model 2228A by a coincidence pulse . As commoiutart comes , a capacitor is charged up by a 
constant current source until a stop pulse frtim an individual channel of fixed delay. 

DATA BUS 

. 
Fig-J.JJIDck Ditlgram of dee New DIIIIJAqlliJJib• Sptem. 

When a coincideilce pulse is generated , anival1inie and date of the shower from the real tinie elock are 
stored into 8-bit latches and all the PDD data are stored into the individual ADC latch and 8-cbaimel 
TDC data stored into TDC memmy. A&t completion of the&e, a write pulse generatCd :from the Master 
Control Unit (MCU) and an up counter of IS-address line start to increase the memory address fot 
storing the data of arrival time. , date , digital data of all PDD ehannels and the relatiVe time diffctence 
for alliDC channels into the 32k-byte memmy through 8-bit data bus. 
The time between the anival of individual shower and completion of data storage into the memory is 
about 200).18. After 200 J.IS, the system is ready for the next event The memmy bas nearly. 1000 
event data storing capacity. ·After completion of 1000 events ,we start 1ransfer all these data into 
the hard disk of a PC through parallel port. For the storage into hard disk from the external memmy we 
use a software which is developed by us. The system has the·provision to increase any number ofPDD 
channels only by the addition of S/H and ADC. 

·Calibration ofthe Read Out System: 
All .the ADC are calibrated first using a standard de source. In the next step a ~uare wave pulse 
generator of variable amplitude was used as a standard· soUrce. The width of the pulses was taken 
comparable with· the output analog pulses of the density detectors. Fig.,2 shows an actual cah"bration 



" cwve of a particular ADC. From the calibration curve it is found that digitised output pulses are linear 
to the input voltage upto 5 volt. The maximum error in ADC is 19.6 mv. 
The TDCs art;.calibrated using a standard timer. 

Density Detector Calibration: . 
For the measurement of particle density , each density detector DUJSt be calibrated in tenns of single 
p~cle pulse height. This was done by placing each scintillation detector within a telescopic arrangement 
of three G.M. counter, two of which were placed ~hove the detector with -their axis mutually 
perpendicular to each other and the third G.M. cowtter was placed below the detector. For the 
measurement of pulse height , the 'coincidence pulse. from the telescope is .used to trigger the MCU of the 
data acquisition system and the output from the detector is connected to each of the channels of the pulse 
height measuring circuit one after another.Most coincidences correspond to single particles. Fig-3 shows 
the single particle pulse height distribution of a particular detector. The Full_ Width at Half Maximum 
(FWHM) of single particle pulse height distribution for each of the channels is. fowtd to be Vvithin 27% 
of the average single particle pulse height of that channel. -
During the operation of the array, the differential pulse height spectrum for all the detectors has also been 
measured sequentially and from the pulse height spectnun the average single particle pulse height was 
estimated. "' 

Instrumental Uncertainty in Timing Measurements: . 
fustiumental wtcertainty is measured in the following way.A coincidence of a vertical fast timing 
scintillation detector telescope is taken and this coincidence pulse starts TDC. Pulses of two detectors are 
fed to discriminator and the discriminated output· pulses pass through with the same cable delay. These 
delayed pulse8 are used to stOp the charmels of the TDC .. The distribution of the quantity d= td - t0 

+( d/c) is shoYtn in Fig-4 ; where td is the time recorded by the lower detector , t0 is the time recorded by 

the upper detector, d is the vertical distance between the two detectorS and c is the velocity of light. 
Assuming that the distribution is Gaussian , the standard deviation cr of the distribution gives the 

. uncertainty in arrival time measurements and the wtcertainty in timing measurem~ni for a single detector 

is crf20.5 which is (1.84± 0.05) nano s~cond. 
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The Zenith Angle Dep!\?J1dente of SLT~·Yer Age 
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ABSTRACT 
'Tile v<1rialion of shower :~gc paramclcr wjth zenith m:glc for different shower size ranges is studied . 
111e observed variation is in agreement wilh the electron-photon cascade theory and with the other 

EAS obscrvt~.fions. It is fouud that upto zenith angle 30°, shower 'age' is prc;ctically independent of 
zenith angle . So it is diJiicull to correlate the oi>:J!.:fV~d high 'age' v.:;lue of the directional excess 
showers with zenith angle. 

Introduction 
Tiw longitudinal dcvclopmcllt of Cosmic R:1y Extensive Air Shower ( EAS ) is an essential 

feature t)lat reflect.~ the gross fea:ure of partick interaction. at high energies. 'The stage of devclopn1ent 
of an air shower is described by shower age parameter (s). Showers that dcvdop early in the 
atmosphere have on the ::~ver?.gc larger 'age' tha11 late dcvdoping showers of equal primary energy. 
Discrimination of gamma-ray ini!ia!ed sho>vcrs from the large background of charged cosmic ray 
initiated showers based on shO\wr 'age' lw b~cn used in several observ'ations (Samorski and Stamm 
1983; Protheroe et al1984 ) on the assumption that, for same. shower size, photon induced showers 
are older . But the Monte Carlo simulation results (Fenyves 1985 , Hillas 1987 , Cheung and 
I\.1ackeown 1988 ) show that in 'age' the ganuua-ray induced showers· are not older than that of 
normal showers,'1hottgh in several obgcrvations it is found that · the excess showers from the direction 

· of &crete point sources 3re characterised by hig.h 'shower age' value (Samorski and Stanun 1983 , 
Prot.~eroc et al 1984 , Fmuin el al 1987 ,Tonwar ('~ :;\ 1988). . In most of the observations the 
showers from point sources were obse1ved at large angles during most of the observation t4ne due to 
hlgh angle of transit ofthc sources at the arrays .As for example, Cygnus X-3 is observed at Kiel at 

zontth about J40,thc same source is observed at Ooty nt 1.cnith angle nearly 260 at the transit. Though 
in the search for evidence of UHE emission the source and backgrounds events are collected during 
the silme time in the same zenith angle intervals Htill there is a remote pos<>ihility ( because of small 
sl<ltistics ) that the source events had higher zenith angle than the background events . And with the 
increase of zenith angle the atmosphedc thickness incrca.'lcs , so showers with high zenith angles are 
expected to have high shower 'age' values. · To betler undcn;tand the problem in the present work the 

dependence of shower age on zenith angll~ in lhc range 0°- 55° for tl1rcc different shower size range 
is examined . 

.IDxp(•rimental Set-up : 

The air shower array at North Bcngnl lJr:ivc: :·;ry campus ( latitude 26°-U' N, lor1gitude 

83°21' E, 150 :m a.s.l.), INDIA, is Oi ·~rating r.incc i 980. At present it is cowposcd of twenty four 

plastic r.~intillation countcrn , each of =.~rea 0.25 m2 , for the measurement of particle density of air 

showc.:r , dght fnst ti111ing detectors , each having :~!so <m area of 0.25 m2 , for the determination of 
the an·ival direction of_ the air showers . Two m:·~;,nct spctrographs of maximum detectable 

momcntmn 7.20 GcV/c, each of an area 0.25 m2, umlcr a concrete shielding absorber arc also 
opcra!t:;d in cot\innctlon with the air shower ;HTay fm !hl: study of lliUOl\ C!', ::;lOi1Cll! or EAS . Each . 
spectrograph consists of a solid iron magr.cl in bclwccu lour neon flash LutK~ lrayr. ( used as muon 

. I rack detector) . The cllcc.livc shower si?.c thrcsholtl ror the <HTay is 2 X 1 o·l par tide~ . Details of the 



experimental Rystem and data acquisiiion are descrihcd elsewhere (Oasak ct a! 19R4 , Bhadr:: 1 Y96 , 
Chakrabarty cl al 1997 ) . 

Data Analysis : 
"l11c recorded showc;rs have been analysed for cere position ( X 0 , Y0 ), shower size ( Ne) , 

shower age ( s ) and an·ival direction ( l,rn,n ) . Shower !:i7..c , shower age and core position were 
det0rrrined by a least square fit of obscn'ed partidc density lo NKG ( Greiscn 1960 ) lateral 
distri!Jution. Showers with cores landing within 30 m fi·orn the ccntr~· of the aiTay (approximately the 
arriy boundary) were only accepted . 111e Iesolution of the core position is ± 2. S m and thnt of 
shower age and shower size arc± 0.11 and ± 17~-fJ respectively (Bhadra 1996 ) .· 

"The an-ival direction were obtained by measuring the relative arrjval times (t) of the shower 
particles at different points . Using conical shower fronl and radial distance dependent weight factors 
the .arrival direction of each shower event was cnlcuJarcd by a least square fil to the timing data . 
Deviation from the ptane shower front was taken lltrmtgh the cmpi.dcal equation (as measured by the 
atTay , Bhadra 1996 ) 

dt == 0.19 r - 2.12 
To incorporate the variation of shower front thickness with core distance the weight factor u~ed in the 
analysis is given by 

Wj = 1/( <Yt2 + <Yinst 2 ) 

where crt is the spread of the an-iva! of the shower front pari..:lc:; and was taken as (Linsley 1986) 

·crt= cr0 I .Jn ( 1 + rlrt) b 

with cr0 = 1.6 ns ,rt = 30 m 3nd b = 1.65 , n is the number of particles that hit the detector . <Jinst is the 

instrumental error of the tinting detector ;·Insllumcntal nn;;crt:unty of the timing detectors of the array 
was found around 1.25 ns . · 

TI1e angular resolution of t11c -array has bc-.:n estim<Itcd by t11e conventional 'split the array' . 

method and is nearly 1.1 o in z.el"'.ith . 

~esults: 

The results· of the prel:'cnt work are baxed on a sample of nearly 10000 EAS events which 
were collected by the mTay during .Tau 1994 to Juno 1994 . 'l1tc general features of the EAS ( e.g. 
lateral distributions. of electrons nnd muon.~ , shower age distribution , NJ.t -Ne. relation etc. ) observed 

by the array were rcpotied earli,;r tBasak ct .::1 1987 , Sarl<ar cl al 1991, Bhadra 1996) :~nd are 
COJlSisient wilh the Well known chamc.tcristics o_!' air Sh(IWCIR . 

The age distribution of the observed showns for the showers in the size range 6 x I o·1 < Ne < 1 x 

1()6 is shown in fig 1. 111e mc:w age of the obsr.~;vcd showers is 1.31 which is close to the theoretical 
cstim~te ( 1.33 for proton showers) cJfFcnyvcs(l985) hut differs with s = 1.45 measured at Haverah 
Park ( Idenden 1990) and s == L 1 m~asurcd at Kiel ( Samorski 1983) at the same observation level . 
111e zr:.illth angle distrih~1tion of lhc ob:;crvcd shower>) in lhc r:an~c sho;vcr si:::e. range is give;1 in figure 

2. The peak of the <iist!ibuti.on is observed at around 200 . 
11te variation of mean slwwer 'age' vvith ZCIJit.lJ. :HlGic for lhree shmyr:r size range, (7.5 - 8.5) 

x 104 (l.5- 2.5) x 105 and (5.5- G.5) x Ie-, an; :;:wwn in figure 3. The Fieurc shows that the 
nn!•: ;;; o~ !he v:ui;>.!ion docs no! vary nni-'11. wi!h shower :.::::r.: . 111e wu-iatiou of s with zr-nith angle (7.) 

is found slow and up to zenith angle 300 the shower age is practically fmmd to be independent of 

zenith angle . In U1c shower size range ( 1. 5 - 2. 5 ) x l O" the mc:m sh:i\vcr age is 1.29 at z· = 2. 5° 

and at z == 52.5° the mean 'age' reaches only 1.44 though at zenith angle 52.50 the atmospheric 
overburden is nearly double . The observed villiaiio;, can be expressed by the relation 

s = s 0 +A Sec (z) ......... (1) 

where the value ofs0 and A for difTcrent shower size ran1;.:: arc given in table l . 
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TI1e development of electron-phot~n cascade i'l approximnldy described· by the equations ( Grciscn 
1960) ' 

s = 3t/(t + 2w) ....... (2) 

and Ne = (0.31/.J'w) exp[ t(l- 1.5lm;)j . . i ; ........... (3) • ,_. 

where w = In E/F-0 ' and t is the atmospheric depth in radinlion length . Using eqns · (2 ) and (3) and 

expressing the variation of s with z for threy different shower size range through the relation as given 
in eqn.(l) the values of s0 and A for different Nc m·c also given in lablc (1). The result shows that the 

observed variation is in accordance with the cascade theory . 

Table l. Comparison of the observed variation of age parmncter witlt zenith angle with the cascade 
l.hcol}' for tluee different shower sizes. · 

Ne 8 X 104 2 .X 105 6 X JQ5 

----· 
So 1.10 J.()} 0.98 

Obsenrcd 
A 0.22 0.26 0.27 

So 1.15 1.11 1.05 

Theory 
A 0.27 0.28 0.30 

GO 
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1.50 . -----------------. 
Discussion : 

Present resull ,,; ~he vadation of shower 
age ·with zenith angle agrees with the prediction 
of casc11de theory . In a number of Ef\:; 
obsetvations ( Aguiac el al 1973, Miyaki et ;) 
1981, Clay et al 1981 ,Jdcndcn 1_990) similar 
trend of variation was obscr·.red . In the Kicl 
observations, showers wilh zenith angle k;s 

than 300 only were accepted for !he analysis . 
So il i:: difficult to cotTelate the high 'age' value 
of the directional excess showers wii.it :z.c,,·;tll 
angle. 
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Study of electrons simultaneously with muons in 
E:xtensive Air Showers {EAS!_4inir~ated by Primary 

Cosmic Rays of energy 10 -10 eV 
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S.Sanyal,S.K.Sarkar,B.Ghosh,N.Chaud.huri. 

·High Energy & Co.sruic Ray Centre. 
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Darjeeling,·India 

Abstract. 

An air shower experiment performed with t~e 
provision· of direct measurement of both low 
and high ·er1ergy muops simult-aneously by magn
et-spectographs has yielded radial Int..ton ·den
sity distributions-at various measur-ed·muon 
energies and radial electron density distri
butions as a function of Y~1own.shower size of 
measured age. The characteristics of these dis
tributions in terms of the measured shower p·a
raraeters have been determined to draw concl1~ 
sions apout the mass of the pr-imaries. of EAS. 

1.- Introduction: 

The initial results of the first set 6£ measure
~ents ~f- ?oth the . eleetron an'Z} r!tuon d~stri}?l.r~ions 
~n , EAS u1 the s 1ze ·range 1014 - 10 ·par~l.cles 
{primary energy range 2.2 x 10 -·4.8 x 10 .u eV} 
have been presented in the,previous ICRC se~sions 
{1963,1985,198'7,1990) by th'e.NBU group.The .direot 
measurements of muon energies by two mag·net-spec
tographs of the NBU EAS array provide aecurate 
data to · form a base for . comparison . with the 
·predictions of different EAS models for. various 
primary compositions.The present report presents 
the final results of our first· experiment. . . 

2 . ..:... Method: 

The method was· same as we described. in previous 
reports{1983,1985,1987,1990).The magnet-spectogra
phs for recording muons were operated in coinciden
ce with the EAS array of particle density detectors · 
and timing detect-ors under a fixed set of selection 
criteria. The average electron and m'..ton .densities in 
each of various narrow shower size bins in the 
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. 4 to6 . . l . bt . d shower size range 10 - part1c es was o _a1ne 
as a function of r and muon energy ~..t {not exceed
ing F,.u).These results yield ra.dia! distributions 
for tnuon density with energy not e:xcee~ing E;u as 
well as the muon energy spectrum at var1ous muon 
distances r over: the range 0-120 m . 

3.-Results: 

3'1:-Themeasured muon energy spectrum. 
The muon energy spectra have been measured for var
};ous ave:rage s~ower sizes. For a_verage shower size 
Ne = 2. 2 x 10 particles(s = 1. 25) in the radi~l 
range 0-100 m the muon energy spectrum fits to : 

{ 1 ) 

where cx,u ( r) changes from 0. 26 at about .5 rn to 
1.01 at about 90rn showing the degree of dependence 
of energy speotr,_.uo of muons, on the distances from 
tbe EAS rocis . 

3 · 2: -Muon density dependence on averag·e · shower 
size Ne· 
For different threshold muon energies and the 
radial-distances from the EAS axis~ the results of 
muon· density dependence on shower-size fit to.: 

~ { >.K r)""N ~ {Ep ~ r) {2} 
~J. ,.7'J. • e 

The exponent~ is-weakly. dependent on r and the 
threshold muon energy ~·For example for muons of· 
energy exceeding 10 GeV at r between 16 and 32 m~ 
the va~ue of~ is 0.72 whereas for~~> 100 Gev· 
for the same value of r between 16 and 32 m, the 
value of~ is 0.66 . 

It· is further seen {fig.l) that-for low .engr~K 
muons in showers of size less than 10 · . 

·p&rticles the exponent /3 qecreases with r- increas
in§ ~gereafi in larger showers of : ·e greater than 
10 · particle~~ /3 increases w~th r. For high 
energy muons fd decreases ~i2t!· r in showers of 
size b~low and above 10 · u particles. At 
different radial distances and for different low 
muon theresbol9:- 2~nergies fd changes· around the 
shower size lOu_. ._s particles. Such variation of (d 
implies that the muon radial distribution function 
changes with the primary energy. The measured muon 
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lateral distribution for each shower size and muon 
energy exceeding EN in the radial range between 0 
and l20 m shows a fit to the form · 

fN {-~~, r, Ne>"' r -k{ ~Ep) exp{ -r/r0 ) { 3) 

This shows that the muon lateral distribution fun
ction depends on muon energy threshold. The expo
nent k_has the values in the range 0.26- 1.22 . 

The measured data of muon density also fit 
to a single parameter form : 

D -o:: { ~EA.J) 
/...u(~E,u,r,Ne),_r r { 4) 

values of « within an error rer1ge 8-10 % from the 
fit of the data for ~ ~ 2.5 GeV. are shown as 
a function of Ne in fig.2 . The trend of ~- vs.E0 
(the conversion of · shower size to primary energy 
E0 is in accordance with the energy scaling'factor 
o£ Aliev et. al. (1] and Trzupek et. · al. [2]) _cu~g 

. shows -that oc is a function of energy up to 2 X 10 
eV and becomes constant at higher energies. Such 
a variation of oc with E0 implies that. the' 
effective primary· mass is decrf.tsing lt'ith 
increasing energy over the range 10 - 10 eV 
and becomes constant at higher energies. 

· 3.3-Radial distribution of electrons compa-red with 
radial distribution of muons: 
The radial muon density distributiorJ in · young 
developing showers. (s~l.O}as well ·as in old 
decaying showers (~~l.O)is.flatter compared to the 
radial -electron density distr;ibution which is 
shown in fig.3 for N6 =3.3 x 10 .The muon densi
ties ·in old- showers are high than those· in youn-· 
ger showers of the same size by a factor two. 

4.-Discussion. 

The properties of the measured radial dis~ribut
ion of muon_density in EAS a!4a fu~ion o~ p:ima
ry energy 1.n :the range . 10 -10 eV . J.nd1.ca.te 
continuously decreasing primary mass composition. 
The measured value and shape of the radial distri
bution for muons and electrons at small and large 
distances from the EAS axis a.re similar to the 
Monte Carlo results obtained for primary proton 

·initiated EAS {Poirier et al.[3]) 
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Abstract 

Accurately mea~ured energy spectra and 
__ radial distribut-ions of lo"'1 arid high energy 

muons in Extensive_ Air Showers (EAS) are 
presented and compared with Monte Carlo 

-calculations assuming specific hadronic 
interac-tion charact.erist-ics of primary 
protons with air l~uclei . inlthe primary 
energy range 2.2Xl0 - 4.8X10 · eV. 

I:.... Introduction: 

Knowledge of radial distribution together 
with energy distribution of muons . in EAS is of 
fundamental importance ·as such data have e~pl ici t 
energy dependence and are exPected to be sensitive 
to both the primary cosmic ray composition and_ t.he 
characteristics of hadrcnic interaction with air 
nuclei. 

This paper contains accurately measured 
data on low- and high e-nergy muons det~cted in 
association with EAS at sea level. By direct and 
accurate measurement of muon energy over a wide 
range of energy and. radial distance from the EAS_ 
axis, the present experiment provides a firmer base 
for comparing with the theoretical predictions for 
different primary· compositions. 

II-Experiment and Method: 

The experimental set up consists of an 
air shower array of 32 electron detect-ors ana two 
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magnet. spectrographs for recording and measuring 
muon ·momenta· accurately in association with 
individual EAS incident on the array. The 
description of the array system arJd spectrographs 
was given by Bas~ et al. (1}. Low and high 
energy muo~s in tge range of 2.5- 200 GeV in-.EAS 
of siz!4 10 to 10 1garticles (primar7 energy range 
2.2X10 - 4.8X10· ·ev, determined by using the 
energy scaling factor of N.Aliev et al.{2}and 
A.Trzupek et al.{3)) were recorded by the two 
spe(~trographs simultaneously with the recording of 
the EAS events by the array. The -EAS parameters 
such as shower size{NeL age para.mete( s), EAS axis 
location and the radial distance of each recorded 
mu.on were determined by the . method of least 
squares. 

The recorded muon deflection angle is 
converted ·to incident momentum· of muon (momentum 
resolution · o'f spectrograph 17% to 38% for energy 
range 2.5- 200 GeV) by ·the 111ethod described· by 
Basak et al.{l}. The density of muons of energies 
above a threshold value ·in EAS of ·measured 
parameters wa~ determined as a function of muon· 
radial distance from the shower core. 

III~Results: 

Some of the representative ·experimental 
data~. with typical poissonian error on· a few 
points only, in the form of muon lateral 
distrib~tion for a fixed shower size at different 
threshold energies {fig.1), muon energy spectrum at 
a· fixed radial distance for two different shower 
sizes (fig.2} and the variation of rrruon density 
with average shower size with threshold muon 'energy 
·of 2.5 GeV at two.different radial distances from 
the shower core (fig.3) are shown. 

A comparision of the measured. electron 
lateral distribution (fig. 4), · muon · lateral 
distribution (threshold energy 2.5 GeV} (fig.5) and 
the ratio of muon and electron density for 
different shower sizes (fig .. 6) with data 
·calculated by Monte Carlo simulation of Poirier· et 
al. ( 4) utilising simulation .codes SHOWERSIM {model 

·WOO} and EGS for proton primaries is also given .. 
The hadron-hadron interaction model WOO (details 
presented by Mikocki et al. {5) } has· scaling 
behaviour· below 1 TeV but at higher energies the 
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scaling 1.s. mildly violated in the fragmentation 
-region and significantly violated in the central 
region. The hadron-air interaction cross section 

.apd the multiplicity of pions and . kaons increase 
with _eriergy but the inelasticity distribution ( 1/2 
for nucleons and 2/3 for mesons) and the transverse 
momentum distribution (325 MeV/c for pions and 371 
MeV/c for ka.ons) are independent of energy. 

Discussion: 

The present measurements .of energy 
_spectra an.d radiaJ distrib1itions of muons do not 
provide any evidence for heay~ primarie!~ (in the 
primary energy range 2. 2 X10 - 4. 8 XlO v eV). The 
hadronic interact-ion· characteristics assu.med in t.he 
above mentioned model are found to be consistent 
with thg measured data upto the fixed shower size 
of 10· particles. Using the same hadronic 
interaction characteristics the shape of the muon 
density distribution in primary· iror.t initiated EAS 
is similar to that for proton initiated shower-with 
the same primary energy but the magnitude of the 
distribution is higher for low energy muons in , the 
vicinity of the EAS core (0 to 100 meter} .. The 
present experiment does not find such fe.atures in 
t.he observed m1..ton data. The measured . electron 
lateral distribution is in good agreement wl.th ·the 
calculated distribution but the measured muon 
lateral distribution 1s much broader than- the 
calculated. The srune feature can be seen in the 
density ·ratio distribution (fig.6) which also shows 
that both the measured and calculated ratio exceeds 
unity beyond the distance of 100 meter from the 
core. 
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A SEARCH FOR ANISOTROPY .IN THE ARRIVAL DIRECTION 
· OF EAS,BY COSMIC RAYS FROM DISCRETE ·souRCES 
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A. Bhadra, S. Sanyal, R. Chettri, 

B.Ghosh and N.Chaudhuri 

A. Mukherjee~ 
S. K. Sarkar, 

High Energy & Cosmic Ray Centre 
North Bengal University {NBU) 

Darjeel'ing 734430, INDIA 

ABSTRACT 
The NBU Cosmic Ray Telescope consisting of 
an EAS array of scintillation deteqtors and 
two magnet spectrographs has been operated 
in a search for any anisot.ropy · ·in the 
directions of arrival of EAS events. · Tbe 
shower arrival directions are determined by 
fitting the measured shower particle arriv
al times. Initial results on . distribution 
of events in declination and right ascensi
on are given. 

Introduction : A cosmic ray air shower telescope 
has been installed at a new location {latitude 
26°421 N, longitude 88°21' E) to look for any 
anisotropy in the directional intensij~ · ~G 
primary cosmic rays in the energy range 10 -l0 
eV. The set UP. consisting of plastic scintillati
on detectors for electron,s, two shie.lded magnet 
spectrographs . for muons _and eight fast . timing 
scintillation detectors for shower particles 
arrival time meas\tr.ements has beer1 in ·operation 
for some time now. Preliminary results from the 
measurements of shower arrival directions are 
presented in this report. 

Method of analysis': Some 13 thousands EAS events 
have be·en registered by the EAS array so far.· For 
each event the shower parameters : the shower 
size {Ne), the shower age (S) and the shower core 
location {XQ, Y0 ) have been determined using a 
£itting function to fit the measured electron 
density data by· an iterative procedure for 
minimizing cbisquare using gradient search 
method. The' analysis . on a4 ~elegt~ g~oup of 
showers in the size range 10 · -10 · · has led to 
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the following error estimates: r 
{i) core location error is within ±1 m, 
{ ii) shower size error is :t0. 1 Ne,-
{iii) age parameter error is within ±0.06. 

· The arrival direction of the. shower 
is determined fron the measured relative arrival 
time delay data by minimizing the quarJtity, 

. 'YJ- =. Wi [lXi + TQYi + nzi + c{ti -t0 )]
2 , 

where ti is the .actual time measured by 
the ith_ detector, Wi is the stati~tical weight 
factor," c .is the velocity of the EAS front which 
passes through the origin at t 0 and l, m, n are 
the direction cosines of arrival. · 

From the best fitted values of direction 
cosines the direction of arrival of each EAS 
·eve~t has. been determined in local coordinate 
system {zenith angle, azimuth angle). Finally the 
EAS arrival direction angles are transformed into 
right ascension ( D( ) and declination { 8 ) . ·The 
resolution of the EAS array has been determined 
by the divided array method using those events in. 
which all. the timing detectors yielded 
information about the arrival time of the EAS 
.front. The systematic and statistical uncertaint
ies in the measurement of arrival direction have 
been determined and taken into ac~ount in the 
analysis. The estimated resolutions are 1.1° 1.n 
declination and 1.6° in right ascension. 

-Results : Preliminary results from a small sample 
of ~bower arrival time data are giveri. The 
measured data on resolution -of the EAS array are 
given in figures 1 a.t"Jd 2 .. The distribution of all 
the- EAS-events in declination {0 )·is given in 
figure 3. - The· ob8erved declination r~ge is 
within -40° and +88 with a peak·at 32°-34 bin. 
Similar declination distribution of Mitsuisbi EAS 
da5a 6Fujita et al.:. 1993l showed a · peak· within 
30 -40 . The right ascension {~ ) distribution is 
shown 1.n figure 4. This distribution in right 
ascension has not been corrected-for any effect 
arising out of occasional discontinuities in 
running time.· . 

·Reference · : 
Fujita K.et al, Proc.23rd ICRC,Calgary,1{1993)376 
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